
CHAPTER SIX 

THE SECOND AND THIRD 
LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS 

6-1 Introduction 

The second law of thermodynamics stems from general conclusions drawn from 
experience about the difference in nature between heat energy and work energy. 
The qualitative observation is that work energy can always be converted completely 
into heat energy but that the reverse is not possible in the absence of other change. 
Examples of the first part of the statement are common. The experiments of Count 
Rumford on the boring of cannon and Joule's experiments of heating water by 
means of a weight-driven paddle wheel were cited in connection with the first law. 
The braking of any motor reduces its work output to heat, the impact of a falling 
object converts its kinetic energy to heat, and so forth. In general any change or 
process capable of doing work may be arranged to produce instead the equivalent 
amount of heat, if only by providing sufficient friction. 

As a further example, imagine an ideal gas contained in a cylinder with a piston, 
the whole in thermal contact with the surroundings, that is, at constant temperature. 
As illustrated in Fig. 6-1(a), the expansion might be reversible; the piston turns a 
wheel which drives a cam so designed that at each stage of the expansion the 
opposing force of the weight being lifted is only infinitesimally less than the force 
of the gas on the piston. The process is isothermal and since the gas is ideal, A Ε = 0 
and q = w. Thus work w has been done at the expense of heat energy q from the 
surroundings, but with a change in state of the gas. The gas could be returned to its 
original state if the weight were made infinitesimally heavier. The work would now 
be — w and the heat —q. The net for the cycle would be vv = 0 and q = 0. Now 
consider the experiment depicted in Fig. 6-l(b). A valve in the piston is opened, 
allowing the gas to expand freely. A Ε is still zero and now vv = 0, so tha t q = 0. 
However, to return the gas to its original state with the least possible work, the 
valve would have to be closed, and the minimum possible weight hung from the 
cam. Work would be — w and heat — q; the net effect of this cycle would be that 
the surroundings have supplied work w, which has been entirely converted to heat. 
In the isothermal irreversible cycle, work has been converted to heat; in the iso
thermal reversible cycle there is no net conversion either way. This last represents 
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FIG. 6 - 1 . (a) Reversible and (b) irreversible expansions. 

the best we can do; we cannot find an isothermal cycle for our gas the net effect 
of which would be to convert heat into work. 

One statement of the second law is simply a generalization of the above con
clusion: It is not possible to convert heat into work by means of an isothermal cyclic 
process. This is a negative statement but one that summarizes much experience. 
Were the statement incorrect, it should be possible to devise a cycle, or essentially 
an engine, that operates isothermally and which supplies work energy at the 
expense of the heat energy of the surroundings. Such an engine could, for example, 
drive a ship at sea by drawing on the heat energy of the ocean. Engines of this type 
are known as perpetual motion machines of the second kind and the above statement 
of the second law affirms the nonexistence of such an engine. 

A second facet of observations such as those just referred to is that a process 
which will take place spontaneously can be made to do work. A gas expands 
spontaneously into a vacuum; and the arrangement of Fig. 6-1(a) illustrates a 
means of obtaining work out of the same change in state of the gas. If the process 
were carried out reversibly, the arrangement would give the maximum possible 
work. Another type of spontaneous process is the flow of heat from a higher to a 
lower temperature. As illustrated schematically in Fig. 6-2(a), a bar heated at one 
end has the other end in contact with a lower-temperature heat reservoir. The 
spontaneous change will be for heat to flow into the reservoir until the entire bar 
is at the reservoir temperature Tx. Alternatively, however, work could be obtained. 
As sketched in Fig. 6-2(b), the hot end of the bar might be used to convert some 
water into steam, which could then be introduced into a piston and cylinder setup. 
If the unit should be immersed in the cooler heat reservoir, the steam would 
condense, pulling down the piston and thus providing work. The end result would 
be that the same amount of energy would be lost by the bar as before, but now with 
some of it appearing as work rather than as heat at 7\ . 

A third type of spontaneous process is the chemical process. A battery contains 
chemicals that will react spontaneously if allowed to. The spontaneous reaction 
will occur if the chemicals are directly mixed or simply if the battery is short-
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circuited. The chemical energy that is released appears as heat. Alternatively, 
the battery may be made to run a motor and thus do work. The same chemical 
energy now appears partly as work. 

The quantitative aspects of the second law have to do with specifying the 
maximum work that a spontaneous process can provide. This is not necessarily 
given by the internal energy change. For example, the isothermal expansion of an 
ideal gas provides work, but without an internal energy change of the gas. Next, 
in the case of heat flow from a hotter to a colder system we can see that the relative 
temperatures must play a role in determining how much work can be obtained. 
To pursue the point further, consider the coiled spring shown in Fig. 6-3(a). It can 
do a certain amount of work vv' on uncoiling (as by lifting a weight). If, instead, 
the spring is placed in a heat reservoir at Tx and then allowed to uncoil, it does no 
work, but an equivalent amount of heat energy qx is added to the reservoir. Suppose, 
instead, that the spring had uncoiled in a reservoir at a higher temperature T2 as 
illustrated in Fig. 6-3(c); it would then produce the same amount of heat as before, 
but at temperature T2. Clearly the heat at T2 could be used in the same way as the 

(b) 

FIG. 6 - 2 . (a) Irreversible and (b) partially reversible use of heat at T2. 
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(c) 

FIG. 6-3. Conversion of work into heat, (a) A coiled spring does work w' directly, (b) The work 
is converted into heat at Tt, or (c) at T2. 

hot bar, namely, to do some work w by means of a heat engine operating between 
T2 and Tx. The situation is now that w = qx + q2, where q2 , a positive number 
from the definition of q, is the heat absorbed from the reservoir at T2, and qx, 
a negative number, is the heat evolved to the reservoir at Tx. 

We can expect that if the operations are reversible the work done will be the 
maximum possible and thus be at a unique value. Also, in a qualitative way we 
would expect that the greater the difference between T2 and Tx, the greater should 
be the fraction of q2 that can appear as work. A more detailed analysis, as in the 
next two sections, leads to the conclusion that the measure of unavailability of 
heat energy for work is given by qTevjT. In fact the increment Sqrev/T turns out to 
have the properties of a state function; the integral from one state to another is 
independent of path. This is the central mathematical statement of the second law 
of thermodynamics and, accordingly, a new state function, entropy, is introduced, 
where 

dS = 8qTev/T. (6-1) 
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6-2 The Carnot Cycle—Heat Machines 

One of the major advances in the early understanding of thermodynamics was 
published in 1824 by Sadi Carnot (1786-1832). Named after a Persian poet, Sadi 
could easily have been submerged by a brilliant and eminent father. Lazarre Carnot 
was a noted soldier, patriot, mathematician, and engineer. It was perhaps fortunate 
that during Sadi's twenties, his father was in exile for his republican beliefs. Sadi 
finished at the École polytechnique in Paris, had a period in the army, which was 
not to his liking, and left in 1820, on half-pension, to devote himself to studies. He 
moved in republican, radical circles and was perhaps doubly suspect by authorities 
because of his father. 

The principal established science of the period was that of mechanics, pursued 
by mathematicians and engineers. Chemistry was an art, largely practiced by 
physicians. Sadi Carnot interested himself in a subject that had no established 
discipline, that of heat engines. The steam engine had been known for a century. 
The first devices were primitive ones in which a cylinder was alternately heated and 
cooled to cause a piston to move back and forth. About 1750, however, James 
Watt had added the major improvement of a condenser, thus allowing regular, 
reciprocating action and a great saving of heat energy (Fig. 6-4). The early engines 
were slow and clumsy and it was fortunate that they were in fact well suited for an 
important application—that of pumping water out of mines. With continuous 
operation and an easily measurable output (of water pumped), improvements 
could be reported quantitatively. The mechanical sophistication of steam-operated 
pumps was improving rapidly during Carnot 's time, and he had access to a great 
many published accounts of performances. 

The theory, that is, the fundamental science of steam engines was not at all 

Again in a qualitative way, the example of the hot bar losing its heat to the lower-
temperature heat reservoir involves an increase in entropy—successive "elements" 
of heat are being transferred from a higher to a lower temperature so that Τ in 
Eq. (6-1) decreases. The process is also a spontaneous one, and another way of 
generalizing the second law is to say that in a closed system (such as bar plus 
reservoir) the entropy increases in a spontaneous process. 

The various introductory statements of the second law are then as 
follows: 

It is not possible to convert heat into work by means of an isothermal cyclic 
process. 

qrev/T is a state function. 
The entropy of an isolated system will increase if spontaneous processes can occur. 

The basis for the second law is a negative observation—our inability to construct 
a perpetual motion machine of the second kind. Similarly, the first law rests on 
our inability to construct a perpetual motion machine of the first kind—one that 
creates energy. As with the first law, there is also a positive side. The various 
implications of the second law lead to phenomenological relationships that have 
been abundantly verified. Both laws of thermodynamics are thus most solidly a 
part of our understanding of the behavior of nature. 
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A burst  of  steam,  S,  is  ad
mitted to  the  cylinder,  driving 
the piston  by  expansion.  At 
the start  of  the  return  stroke, 
an air  pump,  A,  has  reduced 
the pressure  in  the  condenser, 
C, and  valves,  V,  change  to  al
low spent  steam  to  rush  into  C 
and be  condensed  by  a  spray 
of water,  W.  Note  the  linkage, 
L, which  makes  the  piston  rod 
travel on  an  accurate  parallel 
to the  cylinder  axis. 

FIG. 6-4 . A  James  Watt  pumping  engine,  circa  1790.  (From  W  B. 
Snow, "The  Steam  Engine."  American  School  of  Correspondence, 
Chicago, 1909.) 

In the  earlier  Newcomen  engine,  steam  was  admitted  to  the  cylinder  and  a  boy  then  turned 
on a  water  spray  to  cause  condensation.  The  partial  vacuum  allowed  atmospheric  pressure 
to push  the  piston  back.  Watt's  great  invention  was  to  have  the  condensation  take  place 
away from  the  cylinder  so  that  the  latter  was  not  alternatively  heated  and  cooled.  Even  the 
first Watt  engines  reduced  threefold  the  fuel  needed  for  a  given  job. 

The term  "horsepower"  is  due  to  Watt.  Mine  water  pumps  had  been  powered  by  horses 
hitched to  a  horizontal  wheel  whose  rotation  drove  the  pump.  It  was  natural  to  speak  of  the 
number of  horses  that  a  steam  pump  could  replace. 

understood, however . Thu s whil e Carno t pèr e ha d bee n abl e i n 179 3 t o formulat e 
the theoretica l condition s fo r th e maximu m efficienc y o f a  sourc e o f mechanica l 
energy (suc h a s a  paddl e wheel) , namely , n o frictio n an d a  limi t o f zer o velocit y o f 
moving elements , ther e wa s n o comparabl e statemen t fo r hea t engines . B y aroun d 
1800 i t ha d bee n establishe d tha t th e us e o f hig h pressur e le d t o increase d output , 
and fo r a  whil e i t wa s though t tha t ther e wa s n o limi t t o th e amoun t o f wor k 
obtainable fro m a  give n amoun t o f fuel . On e onl y neede d sufficientl y hig h pressure . 
By 1820 , however , thi s vie w wa s i n doubt , a s a  resul t o f practica l experiences . Hig h 
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pressures were dangerous in use, moreover, and engineers had begun to lose en
thusiasm for that approach. 

In the meantime, the theory of heat had been progressing slowly. The invention 
of the thermometer in the 17th century had made the science of heat possible. 
Early chemists and physicians observed the phenomenon of latent heat, could 
measure specific heats, and could do calorimetry. An example of this last is the 
ice calorimeter of Lavoisier and Laplace in 1780 (Section 5-2). There evolved, quite 
naturally, the caloric theory, which treated heat as a substance that was always 
conserved. Caloric could be exchanged between substances but not destroyed. By 
1798, however, Benjamin Thompson was proposing that heat could be generated 
mechanically through friction (see Section 4-2), but not until 1840 did Joule meas
ure the mechanical equivalent of heat. Thus what we now understand, namely 
that heat and mechanical work are different forms of energy and are conserved 
only jointly, was obscure in Carnot 's time. 

Carnot, in fact, did not concern himself greatly about the nature of heat ; the 
caloric theory was acceptable to him. What he did in his single and monumental 
work, "Réflexions sur la puissance motrice du feu," was to relate efficiency and 
temperature. He concluded that both a hot and a cold temperature were needed to 
obtain work from heat; he discussed the reversible heat engine; he calculated its 
maximum efficiency by means of what we now call the Carnot cycle. We will use 
this cycle shortly to obtain a definition of entropy and a statement of the second 
law of thermodynamics. Carnot appreciated, incidentally, that high-pressure steam 
engines were more efficient not because of pressure per se, but because they 
operated at a higher than usual temperature; he noted that water was not always 
the best fluid for a heat engine. 

Carnot 's treatise was largely ignored at the time. Engineers perceived nothing 
much new of practical importance. Physicians and chemists were not much in
terested in engines. Carnot himself seemed to have developed doubts about his 
theory, perhaps engendered by questions as to the nature of heat. Yet we cannot 
say what he might have produced further. He died in the great cholera epidemic 
of 1832, at the age of 46. His possessions were burned (a sanitary measure). He 
published nothing after his great treatise, and only a few private papers survive. 
In them, for example, is discussion of a mechanical equivalent of heat and of pos
sible means of measuring it. 

We proceed now to the Carnot cycle. This is a cycle containing the essential 
features of a heat engine in a very useful form. In a heat engine, a fluid is heated 
to a temperature T2 by means of a heat source or reservoir at T2, and then expands, 
doing work. Depending on the design, the expansion might be approximately 
adiabatic. We represent this expansion by an isothermal step followed by an adia
batic one, rather than as a single intermediate kind of path. As a result of the 
adiabatic step, the fluid cools to 7 \ . We now want to complete a cycle by returning 
to the initial state. It would not do to retrace exactly since we want net work to be 
done. The simplest thing is to reverse the order of the steps, that is, to have an 
isothermal compression at T±, followed by an adiabatic compression to the original 
state at T2. The advantage of this particular cycle is that heat exchange occurs 
only during the isothermal steps at T2 and at 7 \ rather than continuously over a 
range of temperature. 

The preceding description shows that the Carnot cycle corresponds to a real, 
although idealized, heat engine. We now further assume that the operating fluid 
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F I G . 6 - 5 . The Carnot cycle. 

is an ideal gas ; later it will be shown that the conclusions must be valid for any 
substance. 

The ideal gas cycle is shown in Fig. 6-5. We want to relate the heat absorbed 
during the isothermal expansion at T2 and that evolved during the compression at 
7 \ to the net work done. To do this, we analyze each step, assuming one mole of 
gas. 

Step ah Isothermal expansion at T2 from Va to Vb : 

y 
wab = RT2 In —^ , AEab = 0, qab = q2 = wab. Y a 

Step be Adiabatic expansion from T2 to 7\ and from Vb to Vc : 

qbc = 0, -wbc = AEbc = CVAT= CyÇT!  -  T 2) 

(we assum e a  constan t hea t capacity) , 

Cv I n ^  =  -R  I n [idea l gas , Eq . (4-47)] . 

Step cd  Isotherma l compressio n a t 7 \ fro m V c t o V d : 

wcd =  I n ¥±  9 AE cd =  0 , q cd =  q 1 =  w cd . 
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Step da Adiabatic compression from Tx to T2 and from Vd to Va : 

qaa = 0, -wda = AEda = CVAT= CV(T2 - 7\), 

C v\ n ^ = - R I n [ i d e a l gas, Eq. (4-47)]. 
^ 1 *d 

The two equations based on Eq. (4-47) provide a relationship between the four 
volumes: 

so that 

(6-2) 

We now assemble the terms for wiot : 

wtot = * Γ 2( ΐ η + CV(TX - T2) + RTx(\n -^-) + CV(T2 - Τλ). 

The terms involving Cv cancel, and using Eq. (6-2), we get 

w = wtot = * ( l n (T2 - Tx) (6-3) 

(the subscript is no longer needed for clarity). Since q2 = RT2 \n(Vb/Va), this 
further reduces to 

w = (-^-)(T2 - Tt) = q2 A^ZL . (6-4) 

The efficiency of the heat engine is just w/q2 ; this gives the work done per unit 
amount of heat energy supplied at T2. The result is in accord with the qualitative 
statements of the preceding section. Thus the greater the difference between T2 and 
Γ χ, the greater is the fraction of q2 that can be converted to work. An additional 
point is that the ultimate in efficiency is reached if Τλ = 0 Κ (or T2 = oo K) ; vv is 
now equal to q2. This result is restricted for the moment to the reversible Carnot 
cycle for an ideal gas but is otherwise quite general. Thus Eq. (6-4) is, of course, 
independent of the scale of the cycle, that is, of the number of moles of gas used, 
and of the number of cycles carried out. It is also independent of the value of Cv 
(or of the heat capacity ratio γ) and of the expansion ratio VJVb, which determines 
the temperature ratio T2\ Tx. 

There is an important corollary equation to Eq. (6-4). Since Δ Ε = 0 for the 
cycle, it follows that 

w = <li + <?2 · (

6
"

5
) 

Combination of Eqs. (6-4) and (6-5) leads to a relation between q1 and q2 : 

(6-6) 
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We emphasize that Eq. (6-6) is derived for a reversible cycle, so that q1 and q2 are 
reversible heats. 

Consider now the specific case of a Carnot heat engine operating between 100°C 
and 0°C. If 1000 kcal is absorbed at 100°C, the work done by the engine 
is (1000)(100)/(373) = 268 kcal; the efficiency is thus 26.8 %. The remainder of the 
1000 kcal, or 732 kcal, appears as heat delivered to the reservoir at 0°C. The analysis 
is shown schematically in Fig. 6-6(a). 

Heat reservoir 
at 

100°C 
<72 = 1000 kcal 

Engine w = 268 kcal 

Heat reservoir 
at 

0°C 
-732 kcal 

(a) 

w = q] +q2 
268 = -732 + 1000 

Heat reservoir 
at 

100°C 
q2 = -1000 kcal 

Motor -268 kcal 

Heat reservoir 
at 

0°C 

Test engine 

Heat reservoir 
at 
7\ 

q = 732 kcal 

(b) 

w =q{ +q2 
-268 = 732 - 1000 

Heat reservoir 
at 

Carnot engine 

Heat reservoir 
at 

Heat reservoir 
at 

Net heat absorbed at 

7, since ^q^ < |<7, | 

(c) 

F I G . 6 - 6 . (a) The heat engine, (b) The heat pump, (c) Comparison of the ideal Carnot engine 
with a nonideal test engine. 
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The Carnot cycle is based on reversible steps and can therefore be operated in 
either direction with no change in the fundamental equations governing it. We could, 
for example, follow the cycle in a counterclockwise direction. It is now necessary 
to do work on the system. The net result is that by doing 268 kcal of work, 732 kcal 
have been taken from the reservoir at 0°C and this heat, plus the work energy, 
appears as 1000 kcal at 100°C. In this mode of operation, the Carnot cycle functions 
as a refrigerator. The 732 kcal abstracted at 0°C would, for example, correspond 
to the freezing of about 99 kg of ice. The relevant performance factor is now the 
ratio I qx |/| w |, or 2.73. 

The cycle, in this reverse mode of operation, is acting as a heat pump, trans
ferring heat from a lower to a higher temperature. It could thus be used as a heating 
unit. If installed in a house with 0°C weather outside, the expenditure of 268 kcal 
of work would deliver 1000 kcal of heat at 100°C. The performance factor is, from 
this point of view, | q2 |/| w |, or 3.73. An advantage of using heat pumps now 
becomes apparent. The same 268 kcal of work could be converted directly into 
heat at 100°C (by means of an electric heater, for example), but now only 268 kcal 
of heat would result. Thus the performance factor of 3.73 is in fact the theoretical 
advantage factor of the heat pump over a direct heating system. In the case of the 
heating of a house, a more realistic set of temperatures might be 0°C and 25°C, in 
which case the performance factor rises to 11.9. Because of its greater initial 
capital cost the heat pump has not until recently been much used for heating. 
However, the heat pump has the ability to serve either for heating or for cooling, 
and this type of installation has now become relatively common. In the winter it 
provides space heating and in the summer, air conditioning. 

6-3 Generalization of the 
Carnot Cycle—The Entropy Function 

The Carnot cycle would represent an important but rather specialized situation 
except that we can now bring in the second law statement about our inability to 
find a perpetual motion machine of the second kind. Recall that the Carnot cycle 
could represent a real engine, idealized only in the sense that we have reduced 
friction and related irreversibilities to the vanishing point, so that w = wTev and 
hence is the maximum possible. Ideal gas behavior is the limiting behavior of all 
real gases, so the use of an ideal gas is not completely unrealistic. 

Let us suppose, then, that some other heat engine is to be matched against a 
Carnot engine. This second engine operates between the same two temperatures 
T2 and 7\ and the scale of the Carnot engine is adjusted so that q2 for it is equal to 
—q2 for the second or test engine. The situation is summarized as follows [see 
Fig. 6-6(c)]. 

Test engine Absorbs heat q2 at T2, evolves heat qt' at Tx, and produces 
work w'. 

Carnot engine Evolves heat q2 at T2, — q2 = q2; absorbs heat q1 at 7\ ; and 
requires work w to be done on the cycle. 

Since the heat absorption and evolution are balanced at T2, q2(net) = 0. Suppose 
that w' is greater than w, so that there is a net production of work by the combined 
machines. By the first law, wn et = qi + qi (the q2s cancel); since wn et is a positive 
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Isotherms 

Adiabats 

F I G . 6 -7 . Approximating a general ideal gas cycle by means of a series of Carnot cycles. 

number, more heat must have been absorbed at Tx by the Carnot engine than 
evolved at 7\ by the test engine. That is, there must be a net absorption of heat at 
Tx. The overall result is therefore that heat energy at Tx is converted into work, 
and we have a perpetual motion machine of the second kind. This is affirmed to be 
impossible by the second law, and we conclude that vv' cannot be greater than vv. 
The most efficient possible performance of the test engine, according to the second 
law, would be that vv' = vv, so that the combined engines would produce no net 
work and absorb no net heat at Ττ. 

The inescapable conclusion is that the Carnot efficiency is the maximum possible 
for any heat engine operating between the two temperatures. Equation (6-6) can 
thus be upgraded to the status of a general law of nature. 

Now that we have established the generality of the conclusions from the Carnot 
cycle, it is very useful to put the cycle itself on a more abstract and general basis. 
Figure 6-7 depicts a reversible cycle between two states A and B. The paths A -> Β 
and Β -> A are arbitrary but can be approximated by a set of Carnot cycles. The 
interior portions cancel, and so the net result is to give the stepped path traced in 
heavy lines. Since Eq. (6-6) applies to each cycle, it must be true for the set of 
cycles that 

Σψ = °- (
6
-
7
) 

This sum can be divided into two parts, that for the terms that are made up by the 
contour from A to Β and that for the terms made up by the contour of the path 
from Β to A: 

Σ ^ + ς £ = Ο. ( 6_8) 
A->B

 1
 i B->A

 1
 i 

Carnot cycles may be made as small as desired, so that in the limit we may re
produce the arbitrary path as closely as we please. For an infinite number of small 
steps, Eq. (6-8) takes an integral form : 

(6-9) 
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or 

(6-10) 

where § denotes a cyclic integral, that is, one taken around a path, and the sub
script has been added to q to emphasize again that the process must be reversible. 

It is possible to go from A to Β by some other reversible path, and to return from 
Β to A always by the same path. Equation (6-9) does not depend on the specification 
of the path, and it must therefore be true that J i dqrev/T is independent of path. 
This conclusion, as well as the statement of Eq. (6-10), means that the quantity 
dqYevjT is a total or exact differential. Referring to Section 4-4, we see that this is 
the defining property of a state function. 

The recognition that dqTev/T is a state function is the principal quantitative 
contribution of the second law. We give this function its own name, entropy (Greek 
for change), denoted by the symbol S. The defining equation is 

d s =d q ^ _ ( 6. n) 

To repeat, S, like Ε and H, is a thermodynamic quantity that depends only on the 
state of the system, so that AS, like ΔΕ and ΔΗ, is determined by the change of 
state, irrespective of the path. This last is an important point. The defining equation 
(6-11) allows us to calculate AS by setting up a reversible path and evaluating 
J dqTev/T. The resulting value of AS must be the same for that particular change in 
state regardless of the path used. 

We can now write some combined first and second law equations. Thus Eq. (4-24) 
becomes 

dE= TdS - PdV (6-12) 

and Eq. (4-27) becomes 

dH = TdS + VdP. (6-13) 

As with Ε and H, the practice will be to use S to denote the entropy per mole and 
s that per molecule. Entropy has the same units as the gas constant and heat 
capacity and ordinarily is expressed as calories per degree Kelvin per mole. The 
same alternative sets of units that are used for R may, of course, also be used for 
entropy. Some have considered that it is undignified for so important a thermo
dynamic quantity to have a composite dimension and have used the term EU, 
meaning entropy unit. 

6-4 Calculations of Δ5 for Various Reversible Processes 

A. Changes of Temperature 

Phase changes will be considered in Section 6-4C. In their absence q r ey for a 
change in temperature is given by 

#rev — j CdT, 
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β. Processes Involving on Ideal Gas 

We now extend the considerations of Section 4-7 to include calculations of AS 
for the various standard processes. Previously, the process was required to be 
reversible in order that P e xt might be replaced by P, the pressure of the gas. We 
again require each process to be reversible, now both for that reason and because 
the defining equation for entropy, Eq. (6-11), requires the use of qTev . 

Equation (6-12) takes a special form in the case of an ideal gas. We replace 
dE by Cv dT [Eq. (4-37)] and Ρ by RT/V: 

Cv dT = TdS-^dV. 

This rearranges to 

dS = Cv d(ln T) + R d(ln V) (ideal gas), (6-17) 

or, since d(\n V) = d{\n T) - d(\n P), 

dS = CP d(ln Γ) - R d(ln P) (ideal gas). (6-18) 

Equations (6-17) and (6-18) may be applied as follows (the results of Section 
4-7B are included for completeness). 

Isochoric process: 

w = 0, dE^ CvdT= dqv , dH = CP dT, 

d S ^ ^ ^ C v d(ln T), AS = Cv In ^ (ideal gas). 

(6-19) 

Isobaric process: 
dw = PdV = R dT, w = RAT, 

dE^CvdT, dH = CPdT= dqP, (6-20) 

dS = % = CP d(ln T), AS = CP In ^ (ideal gas). 
1 Ji 

where C is the heat capacity for the path, which may be some arbitrary one. The 
general expression for AS is therefore 

AS= JYDT= jCdQnT). (6-14) 

Usually, however, we consider only isochoric and isobaric paths, for which AS 
is given by 

AS= jCvd(\nT), (6-15) 

AS = j CpdQnT). (6-16) 
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q = w = RT\n^- = RT\n^, 
"1 r2 

dE = 0 , dH= 0 , 
(6-21) 

dS = R d(\n V), AS = R In i f , = R In J (ideal gas). 

Adiabatic process: 

dq = 0 , ί/w = = C kî /T ; =  C P dT; 

ds==ÈÎ =  0  ( i dea l gas) . 

(6 -22) 

Cv d(ln  T)  =  - R d(\n  V)  [idea l gas , Eq .  ( 4 -45) ] , 

CP d(\n  T)  =  R  d{\n  P)  [idea l gas , Eq . ( 4 -46) ] . 

Note tha t Eqs . ( 4 -45 ) an d  ( 4 -46 ) follo w fro m Eqs . ( 6 -17 )  an d  ( 6 -18 ) o n settin g 
dS =  0  fo r th e adiabati c process . 

An interestin g an d importan t resul t i s obtaine d i f w e conside r th e overal l entrop y 
change fo r th e ga s plu s it s surroundings . B y surroundings , w e mea n th e res t o f th e 
system o r apparatu s tha t i s involved . I n th e isochori c process , th e surrounding s 
gain (algebraically ) —q v ,  an d therefor e suffe r a n entrop y chang e o f —  J  dq v/T o r 
— C v IniTJT^).  Th e tota l entrop y chang e fo r th e ga s plu s surrounding s i s thu s zero . 
The sam e resul t i s obtaine d fo r th e isobari c process , i n whic h th e surrounding s 
gain —dq PjdT o r —CplnÇTJT^  i n entropy , an d thi s jus t balance s th e entrop y 
change o f th e gas . Th e overal l entrop y chang e i s agai n zer o fo r th e isotherma l 
process, and , o f course , fo r th e adiabati c on e sinc e her e bot h q  an d AS  ar e zero . 

The conclusio n i s tha t i n a  reversibl e proces s th e total  entrop y chang e i s zer o 
for th e entire  system . Sinc e th e entir e syste m contain s al l th e change s tha t occur , 
and therefor e doe s no t exchang e hea t wit h anythin g outsid e o f itself , w e spea k o f i t 
as a  thermally  isolated  system . Althoug h th e example s cite d ar e fo r a n idea l gas , th e 
result ca n b e show n t o b e quit e genera l (Sectio n  6 -6 ) : 

AS =  0  fo r an y reversibl e proces s i n a  thermall y isolate d system . (6-23 ) 

The Carno t cycl e ma y b e presente d a s a n entrop y versu s temperatur e plot: 
Thus, referrin g t o Sectio n  6 - 2 , S ab =  R  \n(V b/Va); S bc =  0 ;  S cd =  R  \n(V d/Vc); an d 
hence, fro m Eq . ( 6 -2 ) , S cd =  —S ab ;  S da =  0 . Th e correspondin g plo t fo r th e 
cycle i s show n i n Fig . 6 -8 .  Here , too , AS  fo r th e cycl e plu s it s surrounding s i s zero . 
The entrop y chang e fo r th e idea l ga s a t T 2 i s q 2/T2, an d i s jus t balance d b y th e equa l 
and opposit e entrop y chang e i n th e hea t reservoi r a t T 2. Similarly , th e entrop y 
change a t 7 \ ,  <7i/7 \ ,  i s agai n balance d b y th e equa l an d opposit e entrop y chang e i n 
the reservoi r a t Τλ. 

Isothermal process: 

dq=dw = RTdQn V) = ~RTd{\nP\ 
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F I G . 6 - 8 . The Carnot cycle as an S versus Τ plot. 

C. Phase Changes 

In the case of a pure substance, that is, in the absence of chemical equilibria, a 
change of phase occurs sharply at a definite temperature for a given pressure. 
This means that at the particular Τ and Ρ the two phases are in equilibrium; the 
process of converting one phase into the other is thus a reversible one. As noted in 
Section 5-6, there is a latent heat for a phase change, usually determined at constant 
pressure; this is a qP and is equal to Δ Η for the change. We have 

As an example, consider the process 

H20(/ , 100°C, 1 atm) - H2Ote, 100°C, 1 atm), AH°Z1Z = 9.720 kcal. (6-25) 

The process is reversible; since liquid and vapor are in equilibrium, an infinitesimal temperature 
change one way or the other will cause either evaporation or condensation. To carry out the 
process as written, we suppose that a heat reservoir infinitesimally above 100°C supplies the 
necessary heat. The entropy change is then AS = 9720/373 = 26.1 cal Κ

-1
 mole"

1
. The heat 

reservoir, naturally, loses this amount of heat at 100°C, and shows an entropy change of —26.1 
cal Κ"

1
; as with the ideal gas processes, the entropy change for the entire system is zero. 

6-5 Calculation of Δ5 for Various Irreversible Processes 

Irreversible processes are important because of their bearing on the question 
of equilibrium. In an irreversible process there is some imbalance—Pext may be 
different from Ρ or Text from Γ, or a chemical driving force may be present. In all 
cases the irreversible process is one that can occur spontaneously. By contrast, a 
system at equilibrium cannot be subject to spontaneous change. Thus the reversible 
process is associated with equilibrium and the irreversible one with a lack of 
equilibrium. 

(6-24) 
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(a) 
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(b) 

FIG. 6-9. (a) Irreversible and (b) reversible expansion of a gas. 

It is entirely possible to calculate AS for an irreversible process provided the 
initial and final states are given. It is only necessary to devise a reversible path for 
accomplishing the same change of state. As an example, suppose that one mole of an 
ideal gas initially at STP is allowed to expand into an evacuated space and thereby 
double its volume. Since the gas is ideal, there is no change in temperature, and the 
final state is 0.5 atm pressure and 44.8 liters. As illustrated in Fig. 6-9, the equi
valent reversible process is an isothermal expansion against a piston. As given in 
the preceding section, AS = R ln(F2/Κχ) = R In 2 = 0.693P, and this same value 
applies to the irreversible process. Note that in this particular irreversible process 
the gas is in effect its own thermally isolated system, and that now the system 
entropy change is 0.693P, or positive. 

A second type of irreversible process would be one involving a phase change. 
Consider the process 

H 20 ( / , - 1 0 ° C ) = H 20 ( J , -10°C). (6-26) 

The process is one that could be realized experimentally. In the absence of dust, a 
liquid may be supercooled below its freezing point. Water is, in fact, particularly 
prone to this, and in careful experiments it has been possible to supercool water 
to —40°C. Such supercooled water is unstable of course, and will eventually freeze. 
Since the process (6-26) is written as an isothermal one, we suppose that the water 
is in contact with a heat reservoir at — 10°C; otherwise the latent heat released on 
freezing would warm the system. 

In order to calculate AS for Eq. (6-26), we must produce the same change of 
state by means of reversible steps. This may be done as follows: 

(a) H20(/ , -10°C) = H20(/ , 0°C), 

(b) H 20 ( / , 0°C) = H 20 ( J , 0°C), 

(c) H 20 ( 5 , 0°C) = H2OCs, -10°C). 

Step (a) is reversible even though the liquid water is unstable toward freezing. 
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That is, a system may be metastable—unstable toward some particular process 
but otherwise in equilibrium with its surroundings. A chemical example is a 
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen which is unstable toward chemical reaction but 
which, in the absence of a catalyst, will still behave as a nearly ideal gas toward 
reversible temperature and pressure changes. 

The entropy and heat changes for the three steps are as follows. (The heat 
capacities of solid and liquid water are 9.1 and 18 cal Κ

-1
 m o l e

- 1
, respectively, 

and the heat of fusion of water at 0°C is 1435 cal m o l e
- 1

. ) 

Step (a) : AH = qP = $ CPdT = I8(273.2 - 263.2) = 180 cal. 

AS = CP$ d(ln T) = 18 ln(273.2/263.2) = 0.67 cal Κ "
1 

[by Eq. (6-16)]. 

Step (b): qP = ΔΗ = - 1 4 3 5 cal. 
AS = qP\T = -1435/273.2 - - 5 . 2 5 cal Κ "

1
. 

Step (c): AH = qP= 9.1(263.2 - 273.2) - - 9 1 cal. 
AS = 9.1 ln(263.2/273.2) = - 0 . 3 4 cal Κ "

1
. 

The overall entropy change for the water is then (0.67 — 5.25 — 0.34) = —4.92 
cal Κ "

1
. The overall AH = (180 - 1435 - 90) = - 1 3 4 5 cal; this is also qP for 

the actual irreversible reaction, Eq. (6-26), and gives the heat absorbed by the heat 
reservoir at — 10°C. The entropy change of the reservoir is therefore 1345/263.2 = 
5.11 cal Κ

- 1
. The overall entropy change is then —4.92 + 5.11 = 0.19 cal Κ "

1
, 

or again positive. 
These results suggest that we can expect AS to be positive for a system and its 

surroundings, that is, for a thermally isolated system, in which a spontaneous 
process occurs. The conclusion is correct and may be proved by reference to the 
Carnot cycle. An ideal gas may still be carried through the succession of states of 
the Carnot cycle even though one or more of the steps may now be irreversible. 
For example, the opposing pressure on the piston during the first isothermal 
expansion, P e xt , might be less than P. The expansion is then irreversible and 
spontaneous—it would not be reversed by an infinitesimal increase in Pext · The 
process is still isothermal and still goes to the same final volume Vb in Fig. 6-5, so 
AS for the gas is the same as before. The heat reservoir at T2 has supplied less heat 
than in the reversible process, however, and its entropy change, a negative number, 
will now be less than | q2(rev)/T |. There will thus be an overall increase in entropy 
for the cycle plus its surroundings. Any irreversibility in the cycle must have the 
eifect that either less heat is absorbed by the gas at T2 or more heat is 
evolved at 7 \ . In either case, we find AS > 0 for the gas plus the heat reservoirs. 

It was shown in Section 6-3 that no actual cycle can do better than a Carnot cycle 
without violating the second law. Therefore, we can write the general statement 
that for any process in a thermally isolated system 

dS > 0, (6-27) 

where the equal sign holds for a reversible process and the inequality sign for an 
irreversible or spontaneous process. The thermally isolated system is a special 
one, and Eq. (6-27) may be made yet more general. In each case examined the eifect 
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of irreversibility has been to decrease w (algebraically) and hence to decrease q 
(algebraically) relative to the reversible value. Since the entropy change is deter
mined by qTev , the general statement is 

(6-28) 

where the equal sign holds for qTeY and the inequality sign holds otherwise. In the 
thermally isolated system, 8q is zero and we return to Eq. (6-27). 

6-6 Free Energy. Criteria for Equilibrium 

A. The Gibbs Free Energy G 

Our preoccupation so far has been with entropy and heat quantities. In chemistry, 
we are also interested in the work that a process can perform, especially the 
chemical work. With the discovery that 8qTey/T is a state function, we have a 
powerful tool for evaluating w re v , or the maximum work permitted by certain 
important types of change in state. First, we have to recognize that chemical as 
well as mechanical work is possible. A good example of the former is the work that 
a battery can provide. We therefore write that in general 

§Wrev = PdV+ δννίβν , (6-29) 

where &w'Tey denotes all work other than pressure-volume work, or, for us, chemical 
work. The more general combined first and second law statement is then 

dE = TdS-PdV- Swiev . (6-30) 

It is now convenient to introduce a new thermodynamic quantity G defined as 

G = H - TS. (6-31) 

Differentiation gives 

dG = dH - TdS - SdT = dE + Ρ dV + VdP - TdS - S dT. (6-32) 

Elimination of dE between Eqs. (6-30) and (6-32) gives 

dG = -SdT + VdP - Swiev . (6-33) 

For a process at constant temperature and pressure Eq. (6-33) reduces to 

dG = -Swrev . (6-34) 

and the usefulness of the G function is now apparent. The negative of dG gives the 
reversible and hence the maximum chemical work for a reaction at constant 
temperature and pressure. It is the free or available work energy, and G accordingly 
is called the Gibbs free energy, after an illustrious American scientist (see Com
mentary and Notes section). 

An alternative type of free energy function, the Helmholtz free energy A, is 
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defined as 

A = E-TS. (6-35) 

Differentiation gives 

dA = dE - TdS - S dT, (6-36) 

and, in combination with Eq. (6-30), this gives 

dA = -S dT - Ρ dV - Swiev . (6-37) 

For a process at constant temperature —dA gives the maximum total work, 
mechanical plus chemical. 

β. Criteria for Equilibrium 

We can now derive two criteria for equilibrium, including chemical equilibrium. 
If Eq. (6-28), dS > 8q/T, is considered in terms of the first law, we obtain 

dE ^TdS - 8w or dE ^TdS - PdV - δνν', (6-38) 

where the equal sign applies for a reversible process and the inequality sign for an 
irreversible or spontaneous one. Equation (6-38) may be rearranged to yield 

dS - > 0. (6-39) 

If the system is isolated, 8q, and hence dE + δνν, is zero. We thus regain Eq. (6-27): 

dS > 0 (for an isolated system). 

The significance of this last statement with respect to equilibrium is that the entropy 
of an isolated system will increase until no further spontaneous processes are 
possible. As illustrated in Fig. 6-10(a), the entropy must then reach a maximum. 
At this point any change is a reversible one, and the system is in equilibrium. 

Insertion of relationship (6-38) into Eq. (6-32) gives 

-dG - SdT + VdP - 8w' > 0. (6-40) 

If the processes are restricted to constant temperature and pressure, then 

-dG > δνν' or dG < -8w
f
. (6-41) 

If there is no provision for the system to do chemical work, δνν' = 0, and 

dG < 0 (constant Τ and P, no chemical work). (6-42) 

The significance of this statement is that the free energy of a system at constant 
temperature and pressure (and which may contain various reacting chemical 
species) will decrease until no further spontaneous processes are possible. As 
illustrated in Fig. 6-10(b), the free energy is then at a minimum. Any changes 
around this minimum are reversible, and the system is at equilibrium. The 
restriction of constant temperature and pressure may seem severe. It is not, 
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Process • 

(a) 

At equilibrium 

Process —*-
(b) 

F I G . 6 - 1 0 . (a) For an isolated system S is a maximum at equilibrium, (b) For a system at constant 
Τ and P, G is a minimum at equilibrium. 

however. Should some spontaneous fluctuation produce a local change in pressure 
or temperature, the reestablishment of uniform pressure and temperature equili
brium between the system and its surroundings would occur spontaneously. Thus 
no spontaneous irreversible changes at all can occur when G is at a minimum. 

The condition of 8w' = 0 is the usual one in chemical equilibrium. That is, we 
do not ordinarily arrange to extract chemical work. The usual form of Eq. (6-33) is 
therefore 

dG = -SdT + VdP. (6-43) 

This applies to reversible changes in temperature and pressure under conditions 
such that 8w' = 0. (Just as dE = TdS applies under constant-volume conditions 
where 8w = 0.) Also, G is defined in terms of state functions [Eq. (6-31)] and hence 
is itself a state function; A G is independent of path and is determined only by 
the initial and final states. AG has a direct physical significance, however, only when 
the two states are at the same temperature and pressure. It then gives the maximum 
chemical work that is obtainable by the process at constant pressure and tempera
ture that takes the system from the initial to the final state. 

Like G, the Helmoltz free energy A is a state function by definition. The usual 
form of Eq. (6-37) is 

dA = -SdT - Ρ dV. (6-44) 

At equilibrium 
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As in the case of Eq. (6-43), Eq. (6-44) applies to reversible changes in temperature 
and volume under conditions such that Sw

f
 = 0. 

C. Calculations of Free Energy Changes 

The Gibbs free energy will be used throughout the rest of this text and its various 
applications will be illustrated as they come up. However, two very useful results 
may be written down immediately from Eq. (6-43). First, for a constant-pressure 
process, the change in G with temperature is dG = —S dT, that is, 

\ dT 1 
(6-45) 

or 

AG -(j SdT) (6-46) 

For a constant-temperature process, the change of G with pressure is dG = 
VdP, or 

and 

AG = (j VdP)T. (6-48) 

In the case of an ideal gas, V = RT/P and Eq. (6-48) becomes 

RT 
dG = ^~dP = RTd(\n P) (ideal gas) (6-49) 

or 

AG = RT\n^ 
Ρ1 

(ideal gas). (6-50) 

Example. (1) AG for the isothermal expansion of one mole of ideal gas from STP as the 
initial state to the final state of 0.5 atm is given by Eq. (6-50), (1.987)(273.15) ln(0.5/l) or 
-376 .2cal . Alternatively, by Eq. (6-31), AG = -T(AS) since AH = 0; AG = -(273.15) 
(R In 2) = -376 .2 cal. 

(2) AG may be calculated for a process not at constant T. Consider the reversible isobaric 
expansion of one mole of N 2 from 1 atm at 298.15 Κ to twice the volume. T2 is T1V2/V1, or 
596.30 K. We can use Eq. (6-31) in the form AG = AH - A(TS) = AH - (T2S2 - Γ Λ ) . 
.S*! is given later in Table 6-2 as 45.79 and using Eq. (6-16) and a CP value of (5/2)R, S2 = 
45.79 + (5/2)i?ln(596.30/298.15) = 49.23 cal Κ "

1
 mole"

1
. Thus AG = (5/2)^(596.30 - 298.15) 

- [(596.30X49.23) - (298.15)(45.79)] = - 1 4 . 2 2 kcal. [As an exercise, show that the same 
result is obtained by using Eq. (6-46).] 

(3) Finally, we may obtain A G for a process in which both Τ and Ρ change. Consider a 
reversible adiabatic expansion of N 2 from the initial state of part (2) to 0.5 atm. From Eq. 
(4-48), we find \n(T2ITx) = (2/5) ln(0.5/l), whence T2 = 225.96 K. Since ? r ev = 0,AS = 0, and 
AG = Δ/ / -SAT = (5/2)/?(225.96 - 298.15) + (45.79)(72.19) - 2947 cal. 

For none of the foregoing processes does AG have a simple physical meaning since for none 
of them are both Τ and Ρ constant. The value of the free energy quantity will become apparent 
when we look at phase changes and at chemical reactions. 
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It similarly follows from Eq. (6-44) that 

dA 
\ dV) -P (6-51) 

τ 
and 

dA 
(•w)r=-s- <«2> 

These expressions are not suited to the usual applications of free energy in physical 
chemistry, but are very useful in theoretical treatments because of the relation of A 
to internal energy. 

Free energy changes may be obtained for chemical reactions and are then used 
in much the same way as are enthalpies in thermochemistry. One may use either 
free energies of formation, as discussed in Chapter 7 (on chemical equilibrium), 
or the so-called free energy functions, described in the Special Topics section of 
this chapter. 

6-7 Second Law Relationships 

It is worthwhile to assemble the various basic equations before deriving a few 
relationships. These basic equations are as follows. 

Statements of definition: 

Η = E + PV [Eq. (4-25)], 

A = Ε - TS [Eq. (6-35)], 

G = Η - TS [Eq. (6-31)]. 

Alternate forms of the combined first and second laws: 

dE = TdS - PdV [Eq. (6-12)], 

dH = TdS + VdP [Eq. (6-13)], 

dA = -SdT - Ρ dV [Eq. (6-44)], 

dG = -SdT + VdP [Eq. (6-43)]. 

Immediate consequences of the definitions of entropy: 

ΔΕ 

Δ5 = — (V and Τ constant), (6-53) 

ΔΗ 

AS = - γ - (Ρ and Τ constant), (6-54) 

es C v = = T
{ - d r ) v [Ε^ί

6
"
1 5
)]. 

C p = r M r ) [Eq- (6-i6)]-
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Criteria for equilibrium: 

dS > 0 (isolated system) [Eq. (6-27)], 

dG < 0 (constant Τ and P) [Eq. (6-41)]. 

These relationships provide a number of secondary ones. For example, the 
alternative forms of the combined first and second laws are all exact differentials. 
This means that each generates an Euler or cross-differentiation relationship [Eq. 
(4-11)]. Two important cross-differentials come from the statements for dA and 
dG: 

(•#•),-(4r),- <"« 
( •£ • ) , - - ( -£ ) , · <«« 

A more general and complete picture is given in the Special Topics section along 
with some derivations of useful special equations. 

6-8 The Third Law of Thermodynamics 

A. Entropy and Probability 

We now take another look at entropy—in a way that will lead to the third law of 
thermodynamics as well as introduce the statistical mechanical approach. 

Consider the situation shown in Fig. 6-11. We have a flask of volume V± 
connected to a second flask of equal volume, so that the combined volume V2 is 
twice νλ. The flasks are kept at some uniform temperature. Suppose that a single 
molecule of an ideal gas is present in the system. Clearly, the chance of the molecule 
being in Vx is \ . If two molecules are present, the chance of both being in Vx is 
(J)

2
; being molecules of an ideal gas, their behavior is independent of one another. 

If N0 molecules are present, the chance that all of them will accidentally collect in 
Kiinust be ( J ) "

0
. 

The probability calculation may be generalized to the case of an arbitrary ratio 
of V± to V2. The probability of all of the molecules being in Vx is now (VJV^

0
. 

As a further generalization, we can assign an individual probability weight ρ to a 

F I G . 6 - 1 1 . 
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molecule being in a given volume. That is, px for a molecule being in volume Vx is 
proportional to Vx, and, similarly, p2 is proportional to V2. The ratio of ρ values 
will then give the relative probability of any two volume conditions for a molecule. 
Thus for the general process 

State 1 (molecule in V2) -> State 2 (molecule in J^), 

the relative probability is VJV2. For N0 molecules, the relative probability is then 
(VilVè

Nç>
- W e ca n mak e th e dependenc e o n th e numbe r o f molecule s additiv e 

rather tha n exponentia l b y introducin g a  ne w variabl e r , define d a s r  =  k  I n ρ (the 
reason for introducing the Boltzmann constant will be apparent shortly). Then for 
the process 

state A (N0 molecules in V2) -> state Β (N0 molecules in Κχ), (6-57) 

we have 

N0Ar = k\n(?±) = k\n(^) 
\ p2 / \V2J 

or 

N0 Ar = kN0 In £ = R In ζ± . (6-58) 
' 2 ' 2 

The right-hand side of Eq. (6-58) is the same as that of Eq. (6-21), so for 
isothermal volume changes of an ideal gas we can identify N0Ar with AS, or Ar with 
the entropy change per molecule. Alternatively, we see that the entropy of a state 
can be written 

s = oc + k In ρ, (6-59) 

where s is the entropy per molecule, ρ is the probability weight of the state, and α 
is a constant. The relation between entropy and probability was proposed by 
Boltzmann in 1896 [see also Eq. (6-66)]. 

Although Eq. (6-59) was obtained by consideration of volume changes for an 
ideal gas, the analysis can be made in quite general terms, where ρ would be the 
probability weight of a given state. In quantum theory, molecules are limited to 
definite energy states; ρ is now interpreted as the number of ways in which a 
molecule could, over a period of time, have a given average energy ë. Alternatively, 
for Ν equivalent molecules, p

N
 is proportional to the number of ways for their 

average total energy to be Ni. 
There is one condition such that ρ should be unity. That is the situation in 

which only one arrangement of molecules in energy states is possible. For this 
to be true, there can be only one energy state and all molecules must be equivalent. 
The physical picture meeting this requirement is that of a perfect crystalline solid 
at 0 K. At 0 Κ all molecules must, by the Boltzmann principle, be in their lowest 
possible energy state, and if the solid is perfectly crystalline, all lattice positions are 
equivalent. The entropy per molecule should then be just the constant of Eq. (6-59). 

β. The Third Law of Thermodynamics 

The third law of thermodynamics has evolved out of considerations such as 
those just given. It adds one additional statement, namely, that the constant α is 
intrinsic to each element (a could, for example, include some nuclear probability 
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C. Application of the Third Law of Thermodynamics 

Since the third law affirms that S0K = 0 for any perfect pure crystalline sub
stance, we can calculate its entropy at some higher temperature, using the methods 
of thermochemistry. Suppose we want S298 for some gaseous substance. We start 
with the crystalline solid as close to 0 Κ as possible and determine the entropy 
change on warming it to its melting point: 

ASX = Γ CP(s) dQn T). 
Jo κ 

There is next an entropy contribution for the melting of the solid: 

where AHt is the enthalpy of fusion. The liquid is then further warmed to its 
normal boiling point: 

4 S 8= C CP(!)d(\nT). 

We now add the entropy of vaporization: 

AS< 

Finally, the gas is warmed to 298 K: 

_ AHv 4
~ Th 

R298 

AS5= j CP(g)d(\nT). 

The sequence is illustrated in Fig. 6-12; the sum of all the terms gives the entropy 
at 298 Κ : 

52°98 = S0 + AS, + AS2 + AS3 + AS, + AS5, 

weight). If we now consider a general chemical reaction 

aA + bB + ··· = mM + «N + - , 

then AS for the reaction must be zero at 0 K. That is, no chemical reaction can 
change the number of each kind of atom, and therefore the constants a for each 
atom must cancel. Since we do not know the a's and since they must always 
cancel out, we simply proceed on the basis that they are zero. Acceptance of this 
assumption or reference point allows the third law to be stated in the following 
useful way: 

Third law of thermodynamics: The entropy of all perfect pure crystalline 
substances is zero at 0 K. 
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AS, = AS4 

/ Δ53 

ASf= AS2 

AS{ j 
0 T{ Th 298 

Τ 

F I G . 6 - 1 2 . Sequence of steps involved in obtaining a third law entropy. 

where .S0 is the entropy at 0 Κ and is affirmed to be independent of the chemical 
state of the substance or, in practice, zero. In the analogous calculation of the 
enthalpy changes on heating, shown in Fig. 5-2, the enthalpy at 0 Κ became equal 
to the internal energy E0, but this latter depends on the chemical state. That is, 
ΔΕ0 , unlike AS0 , is definitely not zero for a chemical process at 0 K. 

As may be imagined, the obtaining of data for experimental third law entropies 
is an arduous task. It has been done for a number of substances, however, and 
results are given later in Table 6-2. As is seen in the next section, statistical thermo
dynamics provides an alternative means for calculating *S§98 values. The whole 
subject is discussed further in Section 6-CN-3. 

6-9 Statistical Mechanical 
Treatment of Second Law Quantities 

A. Entropy 

Entropy may be expressed in terms of the partition function Q, using Eq. (4-58), 
which gives the statistical thermodynamic formulation for Cv , 

/ ? r a
2
( l n Q ) i 

v
 τ

2
1 d(\/T)

2
 \ v' 
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We substitute this expression for Cv into Eq. (6-15), 

The required integration is then made: 

or, since d(l/T) == —dT/T
2
, 

S=RJ ^ j ^ y / ^ } r dT + constant. (6-60) 

Equation (6-60) may be expanded into two terms, 

and, on integrating the second term by parts, we obtain 

S = R In Q + + constant. (6-61) 

The last term in Eq. (6-61) is, by Eq. (4-56), the average energy divided by T: 

S = Y + RlnQ + constant. (6-62) 

The constant of Eq. (6-61) may be set equal to zero for most purposes, on the 
following grounds. As 0 Κ is approached only the first term of the partition 
function is important, and so Q reduces to g0e-

€
°/

kT
, where e 0 is the energy of the 

lowest state and g 0 is its degeneracy. Then I n Q becomes —(e0/kT) + l n g 0. The 
average energy Ε becomes JV0€0 and we have 

S0 = ?ψ - ^ + N0k In g 0 + constant, 

or 
So = N0k In g 0 + constant. (6-63) 

Equation (6-63) corresponds to Eq. (6-59) for 0 Κ and per mole. Thus the constant 
corresponds to α and NJc In g 0 corresponds to the probability weight of the ground 
state. As already discussed, α will always cancel out in any process, and is conven
tionally set equal to zero. Although the ground state of a molecule may often be 
described as degenerate, at the limit of 0 Κ even the most minor perturbation 
would remove such degeneracy, so we can expect g 0 to be unity. It is thus essentially 
as an aspect of the third law of thermodynamics that we take S0 to be zero. An 
interesting exception to this is mentioned in the Commentary and Notes section. 

Ground state degeneracy does make a contribution to the entropy, however, 
above 0 K. This degeneracy is implicitly contained in the spectroscopic term 
symbol (Section 19-2A). It is 2 for atomic hydrogen, for example, because the odd 
electron has two possible orientations ; we should add R In 2 to the translational 
entropy given by Eq. (6-85). Other common cases are (molecule, g0) : (CI, 2), 
( 0 2, 3), (NO, 4). For molecules with all electrons paired, g0 = l. 
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The resulting equation for S, 

S = — + R In Q (distinguishable molecules), (6-64) 

applies, as indicated, to the case where molecules in different energy states are 
distinguishable. This is true for the case of an ideal crystal and also for the internal 
energy states (rotation and vibration) of the molecules of an ideal gas. 

As one way of seeing this reservation, we can now return to discuss the quantity 
ρ in Eq. (6-59) in more detail. It is usually called the thermodynamic probability 
and is the number of distinguishable ways in which molecules can be permuted 
among their most probable energy states. That is, ρ is the same as the quantity 
rVmax that was described by Eq. (2-10). As a reminder, the number of ways of 
permuting N0 molecules is just N0l, but these molecules populate energy states 
such that Nx are in state e1, N2 are in state e2, and so on, and we regard the mole
cules of a given energy state as indistinguishable. We must then divide out the 
numbers of ways of permuting Nx molecules within state e1, of N2 molecules 
within state e 2, and so on. The net number of distinguishable permutations is then 

W =
 ΝΧ\Ν2\-ΝΛ

 = ΓΑ» ' (6"65) 

where the populations of the various states are the most probable ones; for this 
case W is usually called W m ax . 

Equation (6-59) now becomes 

S = oc + k In tfW . (6-66) 

It is essentially this form of Eq. (6-59) that was proposed by Boltzmann. We 
proceed to evaluate rVm2LX using Stirling's approximation; we also set oc equal to 
zero. Thus 

S = k[N0\n(N0) -N0]-kZ [Nt ln(Nt) - TV,] 

or 
S = kN0 In N0 - k £ N{ In N{ (6-67) 

since Σ N{ = N0. The second term of Eq. (6-67) can be written as follows. We 
can write 

M = M _ _ r =
 iy

o
e 

1 0
 Σ e~

€
i/
kT
 Q 

The summation term of Eq. (6-67) becomes 

k Y Ni In Ni = kYj(Ni\nN0-^-Ni\nQ
)
j 

= kN0 In N 0* - γ - kN0 In Q 

and after the substitution, the terms kN0 In 7V0 cancel to give 

S = ^ + RlnQ, 

which is the same as Eq. (6-64). 
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The thermodynamic probability Wm3ijX is proportional to the probability of a 
state of the system but obviously is usually a very large number. It is not the same 
as the probability itself—this last is a number which does not exceed unity and 
might be given by W divided by some normalizing factor. 

It is the assumption of distinguishable molecules, on which Eq. (6-64) is based, 
that allows us to write the entropy for a mole of particles as just N0 times the 
entropy per particle. The situation is somewhat similar to that discussed in Section 
4-9B except that we are now talking about the total partition function for a set of N0 
molecules. If the energy states for each molecule are distinct, then the total partition 
function Qtot can be written 

Qtot = Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 * QN0 = Q

N
° . 

Q enters in the various expressions for thermodynamic quantities as In Q, and since 
In Qtot = N0 In Q , the eifect is that the quantity per mole is always N0 times that 
per molecule. 

This element of distinguishability is not present, however, in the case of trans
lational energy states. Thus the translational energy of a molecule of an ideal gas is 
determined wave mechanically as that of a standing wave occupying the whole 
space. The translational energy states for a set of molecules are, in other words, 
not localized; the molecules are in this respect indistinguishable. The result is that 
when we take the product of the partition functions for each molecule, Qtot has too 
high a multiplicity. We have overcounted the number of distinguishable energy 
states by the number of ways of permuting N0 molecules among themselves, 
or by the factor N0\. For the ideal gas, then, we have 

Qtot = 1J 1Q
w
» . (6-68) 

i V 0. 

The factor l/N0\ does not affect the average energy, since Ε involves only the 
derivative d(ln Qu>t)ldT = N0 d(\n Q)/dT. This complication could therefore be 
ignored until now. The entropy, however, depends on In Qtot and not just on its 
derivative. 

Equation (6-64) should now be written 

S = | + £ l n Q t ot (6-69) 

or 

S = y + R In Q - k In N0l (6-70) 

The last term is evaluated by means of Stirling's approximation, In x\ = χ In χ —x9 
and Eq. (6-70) becomes 

S = -ψ + In Q - R\n N0 + R (indistinguishable molecules). (6-71) 

This result is the one that must be used for an ideal gas. We ordinarily consider the 
partition function as a product QtransQrotQvib and, if this is done, we can write the 
separate expressions 

Strans = - p + R In Qtrans - R In N0 + R9 (6-72) 

Srot + * In Q r o t, (6-73) 
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β. Free Energy and Related Quantities 

The expressions for A follow from the defining equation, Eq. (6-35), A = Ε — 
TS: 

A r a n s = - Λ Γ In Qtrans + RTln N0 - RT, (6-75) 

A c t = -RT In Q r o t, A * = -RT In Q v lb , (6-76) 

or, in general, 

A = - f cT lnQtot . (6-77) 

In order to evaluate G and H, we need a statistical thermodynamic expression 
for pressure and use Eq. (6-51) in combination with Eq. (6-77) to obtain 

Then, by Eq. (6-31) we have G = H - TS = A + PV, and 

Gtrans = -RT In Q t r a ns + RTV ^™*\ + RTlu N0 - RT, (6-79) 

G r ot = - Λ Γ Ι η Q r ot + RTV [^M]y , (6-80) 

G^ = -RTln Q v ib + RTV [^M] · (6-81) 

Enthalpy is given by 

Η = Ε + PV = ΛΓ» + * Γ Κ [ ^ > ] r . (6-82) 

If the absolute energy at 0 Κ is H0 = E0 , this term must be added to Eq. (6-82). 
As with Ε, Η is not affected by the question of distinguishability. 

The derivatives of In Q that appear in Eqs. (6-79)—(6-81) are easy to evaluate 
for an ideal gas ; in fact, those of In Q r ot and In Q v lb are zero. This last is not true 
for liquids and solids. Furthermore, for liquids the energy states are largely but 
not entirely localized and the term for indistinguishability is only partially de
veloped. The statistical thermodynamics of condensed phases thus presents some 
very difficult problems. 

C. Statistical Thermodynamic Quantities for an Ideal Gas 

The explicit expression for . S t r a ns is obtained by substituting that for Q t ra n s 

[Eq. (4-68)], 

0 _ {iTTmkTfl

2 

Vtrans — ^ 3 V, 

S v i b = % -
b
 + i M n Q v i b. (6-74) 

The correction for indistinguishability occurs only once, of course. The total 
entropy is the sum of the three contributions. 
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into Eq . (6-72) , t o obtai n 

5 t r a ns -ÏR  +  R  +  R  l n [ ( ^ ^ )
3 / 2

^ ] ·  (6-83 ) 

Note tha t w e hav e use d V 9 th e volum e pe r mole , i n Eq . (4-68) . 
Equation (6-83 ) i s know n a s th e Sackur-Tetrode  equation',  i t i s on e o f th e mor e 

valuable relation s o f statistica l thermodynamic s sinc e i t give s th e absolut e trans 
lational entrop y o f a n idea l gas . Furthe r manipulatio n put s th e equatio n i n th e 
form 

5 r / 2π \
3
/
2
 1 ι / τ

5
/
2
Μ

3
/
2
 \ 

= | Λ + Λ 1 η [ ( - ^ - ) J L / y / » ] + /Mn( ™ ) (6-84) 

(V has been replaced by RT/P). On evaluating the collections of constants, we see 
that Eq. (6-84) reduces to 

5 t° r a ns (cal Κ "
1
 mo le "

1
) = R l n ( T

5 / 2
M

3 / 2
) - 2.31 (6-85) 

for an ideal gas at 1 atm pressure. [The units of R as used in various parts of 
Eq. (6-84) must be chosen with care!] As an example, the entropy of argon at 
298.1 Κ may be calculated as follows: 

S 2 98 = 1.987 ln[(298.2)
5 / 2

(39.95)
3 / 2

] - 2.31 = 36.98 cal Κ "
1
 m o l e "

1
. 

A variation of the Sackur-Tetrode equation, important in surface chemistry, is the version 
for a two-dimensional gas. The physical situation is that of molecules adsorbed at an interface 
but able to move freely about on it. They thus behave as a two-dimensional gas, for which 
Qtrans can be found by interpolation between Eqs. (4-67) and (4-68) : 

Qtrans(2-dim) = J^> σ· (6-86) 

Insertion of this into Eq. (6-72) (remembering that Ε is now just RT) gives 

»Strans(2-dim)

 = 

2R + R In i^nf^T
 . (6-87) 

On substituting numerical values for the various constants, we obtain 
Strand-d im) = R Ιη(ΜΓσ) + 65.8 (cal K -

1
 mole"

x
), (6-88) 

where σ denotes the area per molecule. As an example, argon at 25°C and 1 atm pressure has 
a concentration such that the molecules are, on the average, about 34 Â apart. A corresponding 
state for argon as a two-dimensional gas would then be one with σ = (34)

2
 Â

2
 per molecule. 

Substitution of this value into Eq. (6-88) gives 
. S W d i m ) = 1.987 ln[(39.95)(298.1)(l.16 Χ 10"

1 3
)] + 65.8 

= 25.3 cal Κ"
1
 mole"

1
. 

Notice that this value is about two-thirds of that for the three-dimensional gas at 1 atm and 
25°C. Why? 

Now that both EtTans and . S t r a ns have been evaluated through statistical thermo
dynamics, the remaining thermodynamic functions follow directly. One simply 
uses the defining equations as assembled, for example, in Section 6-7. 

The contributions from rotation and vibration are obtained by substitution of 
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the appropriate partition function expressions into Eqs. (6-73) and (6-74). Thus 

STot = R + R In ̂  (6-89) 

for an A-B type molecule [from Eq. (4-75) and remembering that ETOt = RT]. 
Arox and G r ot are the same since Q r ot does not depend on volume: 

Arot = Grot = -RT In . (6-90) 

The vibrational partition function is given by Eq. (4-80): using it and EYiX) from 
Eq. (4-82), we get 

S
™ = R[ J*ÎT_ χ ~ ln(l - e~^)\ (6-91) 

Notice that the \hvQ term in the expression for Ε cancels out. Again, A v i X) = Gvi b , 
so 

^vib = Gvib = Ν0(-^ψ~) + RT \n(l - (6-92) 

As with Ε and H9 the zero-point energy term %hv0 is present. 
The preceding equations, plus those of Sections 4-11 and 4-12, allow the cal

culation of the rotational and vibrational contributions to the various thermo
dynamic quantities provided 0rot and #v i l) are known. These are generally obtained 
spectroscopically from an analysis of the spacings of rotational and vibrational 
energy states. These, in turn, are given by the absorption spectrum of the molecule, 
infrared for vibration and rotation and microwave for rotation only. The discussion 
of molecular spectroscopy as such is deferred until Chapter 19 but it is useful at 
this point to supply some of the results. These are given in Table 6-1 for some 
gaseous diatomic molecules. In the case of polyatomic molecules there is more 
than one degree of vibrational freedom and hence more than one # v ib . Additional 
data for such molecules are given in the reference cited with the table. 

We can illustrate the use of the preceding equations by calculating the thermodynamic quantities 
for N2(#) at 25°C and 1 atm pressure, assumed to be an ideal gas. For translation, we have 

Qtrans = iRT = 889 cal mole" \ 

Sîrans = 1.987 ln[(298.15)
5 / 2

(28.01)
3
'
2
] - 2.31 = 35.93 cal Κ "

1
 mole"

1
. 

Then 

#t°rans = ^trans + RT = 1481 Cal mole" \ 

Gtfrans = #t°ran8 ~ ^ t r a n s = ~9232 Cal mole"
1
. 

(The superscripts merely confirm that the pressure is 1 atm.) 
For rotation, 0r ot = 2.89 K; ETOt is then given by the equipartition value, 

£ r 0t = RT = 592 cal mole" 
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T A B L E 6 - 1 . Spectroscopic Constants for Some Diatomic Molecules

0, 

Molecule v0 (cm-

1
) <U (K) 0rot (K) 

H2 4160.2 5986 87.5 
2330.7 3353 2.89 

o2 1556.4 2239 2.08 
CO 2143.2 3084 2.78 
H

35
C1 2885.9 4152 15.2 

HBr 2559.3 3682 12.2 3 5
C12 556.9 801.3 0.351 
i2 212.3 306.8 0.0538 
HI 2230.1 3209 9.43 
a
 Adapted from S. M. Blinder, "Advanced Physical Chemistry," 

p. 450. Macmillan, New York, 1969. 

By Eq. (6-89), 

Srot = 1.987 + (1.987) In 

= 9.82 cal K "

1
 mole"

1 

(the factor of two enters because the symmetry number for N 2 is two). Then 

HTOt = Erot = 592 cal mole

- 1
, 

Grot = A TOt = ETOt — TS'rot = —2340 cal mole

- 1
. 

Finally, for vibration, 0 v lD = 3353 K, so θνί̂Τ = 11.24. The consequence is that the vibrational 
contribution is negligible in all cases. 

The total values are as follows : 

Etot = E0 + 889 + 592 = E0 + 1481 cal mole"

1 

(where E0 represents the unknown absolute energy at 0 K), 

H?ot = E0 + 1481 + 592 = E0 + 2073 cal mole"

1
, 

SU = 35.93 + 9.82 = 45.75 cal Κ"

1
 mole"

1
, 

GÎot = E0 - 9232 - 2336 = E0 - 11,570 cal mole"

1
. 

Certain points of interest are brought out by the preceding calculation. First, the 
calculated S°ot ^

s m
 quite good agreement with that obtained from heat capacity 

data using the third law. As cited in Table 6-2, the third law value is 45.90 cal 
Κ

-1
 m o l e

- 1
. I t seems amazing that the calculated value, resting entirely on the 

partition functions for N 2 as an ideal gas, agrees with the thermal value obtained 
by considering the warming of crystalline nitrogen through its melting point and 
boiling point. The basic reason is that the entropy is zero for the perfect crystalline 
solid at 0 Κ and is also zero for the hypothetical ideal gas at 0 K. For that transi-
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tion, AS is thus zero, and what we are observing is that entropy is a state function 
whose value is independent of path. The situation may be shown as follows: 

N2(ideal gas, 0 Κ, 1 atm) 
\ 

t àS = 0 N , te , 298 Κ, 1 atm). 
/ 

N2(crystal, 0 K) -> liquid 
A second point has to do with the large negative values for (G° — E0). These 

arise from the contribution of the — TS° term. Had the calculation been made at 
some lower temperature, the contribution of this term would have been smaller, 
not only absolutely, but relative to Ε and H°. In effect, at low temperatures H° 
makes the principal contribution to G°, while at high temperatures the — TS° term 
dominates. 

COMMENTARY AND NOTES 

6-CN-l Summary of the 
Statements of the Laws of Thermodynamics 

The remainder of this text will make much use of the results of thermodynamics, 
but in terms of specific applications. This seems an appropriate place to collect 
the various alternative general statements of the laws of thermodynamics. 

First Law of Thermodynamics [Eq. (4-5)]: 
dE = 8q — 8w. 
The internal energy of an isolated system is constant. 
The internal energy change of a cyclic process is zero. 
Internal energy is a state function. 

Second Law of Thermodynamics: 
dS = 8qrey/T; dS > qiTTev/T. 
Entropy is a state function. 

Corollaries are: 
It is not possible to convert heat into work by means of an isothermal, 

cyclic process. 
The entropy of an isolated system tends to a maximum. 

Third Law of Thermodynamics: 
If the entropy of each element in some perfect crystalline state is taken as 

zero at 0 K, then the entropy of any perfect crystalline substance is also 
zero at 0 K. 

AS for any isothermal process is zero at 0 K. 

This last statement is sometimes known as the Nernst heat theorem. The various 
standard thermodynamic equations have been summarized in Section 6-7 and need 
not be repeated. A more general approach to obtaining such relationships is referred 
to in the Special Topics section. 
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6-CN-2 Statistical Thermodynamics— 
Ensembles—and J. Willard Gibbs 

An account was given in Section 4-2 of a brilliant scientist, Benjamin Thompson 
or Count Rumford. Another brilliant scientist, also American by birth, was 
Josiah Willard Gibbs. The two men differed in all other respects, however, in about 
the most complete way imaginable. 

J. Willard Gibbs was born in New Haven, Connecticut on February 11, 1839, 
and died there in April, 1903. He was of English descent; we can trace his ancestry 
back to Sir Henry Gibbs of Warwickshire. It was a son of Sir Henry that emigrated 
to Boston in 1658, to establish the Gibbs family in the New England area. The 
family was academically oriented. After several generations of graduates from 
Harvard, we come to Josiah Gibbs who graduated from Yale in 1809 and remained 
as Professor of Sacred Literature. This was the father of J. Willard Gibbs. 

The young Gibbs entered Yale College in 1854 and graduated in 1858, receiving 
several prizes in Latin and mathematics; he received his doctorate in 1863 and was 
for a while appointed a tutor. He then spent several years abroad, in Paris, Berlin, 
and Heidelberg, with exposure to such eminent scientists as Magnus, Kirchhoff, 
and Helmholtz. In 1871 he was appointed Professor of Mathematical Physics at 
Yale College, which position he retained until his death. He never married, and 
lived with his sister and her family. As a person, he was modest and of a retiring 
disposition; his constitution was weak as a result of a childhood bout with scarlet 
fever. As a scientist he was thorough and meticulous, never publishing until he had 
worked and reworked even the most minor aspects of a paper. The one perhaps 
unfortunate consequence of this extreme care is that each word in his writings 
conveys a precise meaning and that no words are wasted; therefore, Gibbs' papers 
must be studied word by word—they cannot be speed-read! 

Gibbs was one of the most brilliant scientists of the last century. He had the 
insight and power to perceive the most far-reaching logical consequences of funda
mental postulates and had great inventive powers in mathematics. He made major 
contributions in vector analysis, as in the development of the theory of dyadics, 
and in the electromagnetic theory of light. He enjoyed geometry and graphical 
approaches. For physical chemists, Gibbs is almost the father of thermodynamics, 
both classical and statistical. He began publishing a series of lengthy articles in the 
Transactions of the Connecticut Academy in 1873. He developed in great depth the 
thermodynamic structure for dealing with heterogeneous equilibrium; he discovered 
the phase rule (Chapter 11) which bears his name and largely developed the ther
modynamics of systems having an interface. We speak of the Gibbs adsorption 
equation in surface chemistry. He built much of the structure of statistical 
mechanics. Although his work was before the development of wave mechanics, 
statistical thermodynamic results do not require the use of quantum ideas—they 
are derivable and were derived by Gibbs on the basis of classical mechanics. 

There were some delays in the general appreciation of Gibbs—perhaps because 
he chose to publish in a relatively obscure journal. Later, private copies of his 
papers were in circulation throughout the European scientific world and were 
avidly studied by his peers. Today the "Collected Works of J. Willard Gibbs" 
(Gibbs, 1931) remains virtually a bible for serious students of physical chemistry. 
By the late 1870's Gibbs had become an honored man, and he received a great 
variety of awards and honorary degrees during the following two decades. A major 
award of the American Chemical Society today is the J. Willard Gibbs medal. 
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Gibbs made much use of what are called "ensembles" This is a rather elegant 
word whose simple paraphrasing would be "collections" or "assemblies." An 
ensemble is simply the set of molecules, states, or other entities which is being 
examined. In statistical thermodynamics, it is the set which is being considered and 
over which summations are to be made. We have used, for example, a set called 
the micro canonical ensemble. This is the set of molecules, usually N0 in number, 
which occupies a specified volume and is at a specified total energy. As discussed 
in Section 2-2, if the energy is specified, there will be only certain ways in which the 
molecules can be distributed among the energy states. For most purposes the 
results obtained from the microcanonical set are the same as those from a canonical 
ensemble. This last corresponds to a collection of molecules occupying a specified 
volume and at a specified temperature. The system is in thermal contact with a 
heat reservoir and is not isolated as is the microcanonical set. The effect is to allow 
variations in average energy. However, if the number of molecules is large, this 
variation will be minute; the distribution will peak so sharply at the same place as 
that for the microcanonical ensemble of the same average energy that the difference 
is neglected unless the fluctuations themselves are being examined. The general 
derivations of thermodynamic quantities have so far been based on a canonical 
ensemble. 

The third type of ensemble, known as the grand canonical ensemble, is a set of 
sets of molecules, each in thermal contact with the surroundings. The different sets 
of molecules may vary, however, in the number of molecules they contain. We speak 
of the grand canonical ensemble as an open system, meaning that molecules are 
allowed to enter or leave. This type of ensemble is used in statistical thermo
dynamics in calculations of a change in a thermodynamic property per mole of 
substance primarily in dealing with mixtures or solutions. While the elaborate 
formality of the grand canonical ensemble will not be used here, it does constitute 
the statistical thermodynamic basis for treating partial molal quantities as discussed 
in Chapter 9. 

6-CN-3 Additional Comments on the Third 
Law of Thermodynamics and on the Attainment of 0 Κ 

A corollary of the Nernst heat theorem (Section 6-CN-l) is the statement: 
It is impossible to reduce the temperature of any system to absolute zero in a finite 
number of steps. To understand this statement, we need to consider how, in general, 
one can try to reach absolute zero. There is no lower-temperature heat reservoir 
now, and the only way to have a system cool itself is by a spontaneous adiabatic 
process. Suppose that the system consists of a hypothetical ideal gas; then since 
dS > 0, by Eq. (6-17), 

Cv\n^ + R \ n^ - > 0 . 1
1 V\ 

Let Tx and Vx be the starting condition, and now let the gas expand adiabatically 
to V2 ; we want T2 to be exactly 0 K. The term Cv 1η(Γ2/7\) has now become minus 
infinity, and so the term R IniVJV^ must exceed plus infinity—clearly an impossi
bility! 

The same type of analysis can be made in a more general way, but the added 
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elaboration seems unnecessary. The conclusion remains the same: One can 
approach closer and closer to 0 Κ by some series of adiabatic processes but one 
cannot attain it in any finite number of steps. 

The adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas is unrealistic as a practical procedure; 
all substances are solid near 0 K. A very imaginative method, developed by 
W. F. Giauque is the one generally used. It is known as adiabatic demagnetization 
and the procedure is to cool a paramagnetic material to as low a temperature as 
possible (liquid helium temperature) while in as strong a magnetic field as possible. 
The field is then turned off and the temperature drops. A temperature of 
2 χ Ι Ο

-5
 Κ has been reported (de Klerk et al, 1950). The physical reason that 

the temperature drops on demagnetization is roughly as follows. The magnetic 
field tends to align the molecular magnetic poles (discussed in Section 3-ST-2), 
reducing the entropy of the system because of the greater order or lower thermo
dynamic probability of the system. It is, in effect, a restriction on the thermal 
motion of the molecules. On removal of the magnetic field, new energy states 
become available and more randomness or greater thermodynamic probability 
is sought. Since the system is adiabatic, the increase in entropy must be 

TABLE 6 - 2 . Thermochemical and Statistical Thermodynamic 
Entropies at 298.1 K

a 

Thermochemical Calculated 
Substance (cal Κ

-1
 mole

- 1
) (cal Κ

-1
 mole

- 1
) 

Solid 

Ag 10.20 — 
AgCl 23.00 — 
Al 6.77 — 
C(graphite) 1.37 — 
Ca 9.95 — 
CaO 9.5 — 
Cd 12.37 — 
Cu 7.97 — 

Liquid 

Br2 36.4 — 
H 20 16.73 — 
Hg 18.17 — 
C eH e 41.3 — 

Gas 

CH4 44.47 — 
CO 46.20 47.3 
COa 51.08 — 
Cl2 53.29 53.31 
H2 31.21 31.23 
HC1 44.64 44.64 
HBr 47.6 47.53 
N 2 45.90 45.79 
NO 50.34 50.43 
0 2 49.01 49.03 

° From G. N. Lewis and M. Randall, "Thermodynamics," 
2nd ed. (revised by K. S. Pitzer and L. Brewer). McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1961; andE. A. Moelwyn-Hughes, "Physical 
Chemistry," 2nd ed. Pergamon, Oxford, 1961. 
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accompanied by a decrease in temperature. The formal analysis is not actually 
very different from that for the adiabatic expansion of a gas into a larger volume. 

Although 0 Κ has not been reached exactly, nor is ever expected to be reached, 
it has been approached closely enough to suggest that heat capacity data can 
be extrapolated accurately from a few degrees Kelvin to 0 Κ by means of the 
Debye theory (Section 4-ST-2). The thermochemical procedure outlined in Section 
6-8C has been carried out for a number of substances, with representative results as 
given in Table 6-2. As a specific example, an early value for the entropy of nitrogen 
at 25°C was obtained from the series of increments given in Table 6-3. 

The third law of thermodynamics may be checked in two types of way. A most 
satisfying one is through statistical thermodynamics. If the final state is that of an 
ideal gas, then the equations of Section 6-9C may be used. The sample calculation 
given there led to Sl9s f °

r
 nitrogen of 45.75 cal Κ

-1
 m o l e "

1
 using the Sackur-Tet-

rode equation for an ideal gas and spectroscopic data giving the rotational and 
vibrational temperatures. The thermochemical value is 45.90 cal K "

1
 m o l e

- 1
. The 

agreement in this and several other cases is remarkably good, as shown in Table 6-2. 
The second way of checking the third law is by means of a net chemical reaction. 

For example, combination of the separate thermochemical values for S298 gives 
AS%98 = 4.78 cal K "

1
 for the reaction 

H 2 + Cl2 = 2HC1. 

If now #rev can be determined for the reaction, then AS is also given, by the second 
law, as Cfrev /T. Several verifications of this type have been made, again with good 
agreement. Parenthetically, the usual procedure actually is to determine the 
equilibrium constant for the reaction and its temperature dependence (Section 
7-4), but this amounts to the same thing. 

In the process of checking thermochemical and statistical thermodynamic 
entropies, occasional discrepancies have been found, of the order of a few calories 
per degree Kelvin per mole, always with the thermochemical entropy too low. 
Instances where freezing produces a glass rather than a crystalline solid can be 

TABLE 6-3. The Entropy of N2<*. 

Entropy increment 
Step (cal Κ"

1
 mole-

1
) 

0-10 Κ (by extrapolation) 0.458 
10-35.61 Κ (integration of heat capacity data) 6.034 
Crystal structure transition at 35.61 Κ 1.536 
35.61-63.14 Κ (integration of heat capacity data) 5.589 
Melting at 63.14 Κ 2.729 
63.14-77.32 Κ (integration of heat capacity data) 2.728 
Vaporization at 77.32 Κ 17.239 
77.32-298.2 Κ (integration of heat capacity data) 9.37 
Correction for gas nonideality 0.22 

Total 45.9 

a
 W. F. Giauque and J. O. Clayton, / . Amer. Chem. Soc. 5 5 , 4875 

(1933). 
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The eifect is that each CO has two possible positions, so for N0 molecules the 
thermodynamic probability is 2

N
° and a contribution of R In 2 is predicted by 

Eq. (6-59). As 0 Κ is approached, all the CO's should orient one way or the other 
but apparently they are prevented by an energy barrier from doing so in a finite 
time. Thus the thermochemical summations start with R In 2 or 1.4 cal Κ "

1
 mo le~

1 

rather than with zero entropy and come out too low. The actual results are: 
spectroscopic entropy, 47.30; thermochemical entropy, 46.2. Adding 1.4 brings 
the thermochemical value to 47.6, or a little too high. Evidently the disorder is not 
complete. 

Ice constitutes another type of example. Here one has a three-dimensional 
network of hydrogen bonds, and since hydrogen atoms could not be located by 
x-ray crystallography, for a long time it was uncertain whether they were positioned 
midway between oxygens or whether each hydrogen was closer to one oxygen than 
to another. A calculation on the latter supposition, assuming that each oxygen has 
two close and two distant hydrogens, but randomly chosen, leads to a thermo
dynamic probability of ( | )

N
° . This corresponds to an entropy contribution of 

R In f or 0.806 cal K ~
1
 mole" \ which matches closely the discrepancy between the 

spectroscopic and thermochemical values. The two-position picture for hydrogen 
bonding in ice has since been confirmed by neutron diffraction measurements, 
which show (statistically) half a hydrogen atom at each of two positions between 
oxygens: O - J H - J H - O . The result is interpreted to mean that each oxygen has two 
close and two distant hydrogens but that the pattern throughout the crystal is 
random. 

The various defining equations and statements of the combined first and second 
laws were summarized in Section 6-7. There are a number of thermodynamic 
relationships that stem from these and that can be produced in a fairly organized 
manner. We summarize such procedures here and use them to obtain a few of the 
more useful additional thermodynamic equations. 

The various forms of the combined laws are repeated for convenience: 

CO OC OC CO CO OC CO 

CO OC CO CO OC OC CO. 

SPECIAL TOPICS 

6-ST-l Thermodynamic Relationships 

dE 
dH 
dA 
dG 

TdS - PdV 
TdS + VdP 
-SdT - Ρ dV 
-SdT+ VdP 

[Eq. (6-12)], 
[Eq. (6-13)], 
[Eq. (6-44)], 
[Eq. (6-43)]. 

explained immediately on the basis of a residual entropy of disorder of the glassy 
structure. However, in cases such as CO, N aO , and H 20 the crystals appear 
perfect, and the problem has been traced to a disorder on a molecular scale. Thus 
with CO the two atoms are so nearly the same that when the solid first crystallizes 
the end-to-end orientation of the CO is essentially random; that is, a crystal layer 
might appear thus: 
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First, the equations lead directly to several simple coefficients. Thus 

(~w)s

 =
 ~

p
' (~Js~)v

 = T
' 

represent four out of the total of eight; the complete listing seems unnecessary. 
Second, the equations are all exact differentials. This means that each generates 

an Euler or cross-differentiation relationship [Eq. (4-11)]. We then have four new 
equations 

\8V/S \8S)r' (6-93) 

(•&),-(•£),· <"* 

(-W)r--{w)r V*»™ 
These equations find a great deal of use in thermodynamic derivations. 

Third, the four original statements of the combined laws generate a set of four 
equations based on the general procedure of Eq. (4-12). Thus 

/ eS\ _ (8E/8V)S =_P 
\BV)F (dE/dS)v T'

 K
 ' 

8S \ \vnjvr)S r (6-96) 

(6-97) 

(6-98) 

\ dv ) 
\ dp ) 

(8E/dV)s Ρ 
(BE/dS)v Τ' 
(8H/dP)s ν 
(dH/dS)P Τ ' 

(8A/dV)T Ρ 
(8A/8T)V S ' 
(8G/8P)T ν 
(8G/8T)P s · 

In addition, one may hold a dependent variable constant to give, for example, 

(#),--*(-£•),+ "· <"» 
Finally, one can in a general way express E =f(V9 Τ), H = f(P, T), A =f(V, T), 
and G =f(P9 T) and obtain relationships such as Eq. (4-14). Rules for obtaining 
any desired partial differential coefficient have been worked out (Lewis and Randall, 
1961). 

Some brief applications of these secondary relationships are as follows. If we 
differentiate Eq. (6-12) with respect to volume at constant temperature, we get 

(6-100) 

file:///vnjvr
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Use of Eq. (6-55) gives 

( • f a - 1 ^ ) , - ' - ( 6 - i o i ) 

Equation (6-101) is called a thermodynamic equation of state. It provides a relation
ship among Ε and the state variables Ρ, V, and Γ, which is valid for all substances. 
Its application to the calculation of internal pressures was discussed in Section 
4-CN-l . A completely parallel derivation beginning with the differentiation of 
Eq. (6-13) with respect to pressure at constant temperature and using Eq. (6-56) 
leads to a similar thermodynamic equation of state: 

As discussed in Section 4-ST-l, Eq. (6-102) allows an evaluation of the Joule-
Thomson coefficient from an equation of state such as the van der Waals equation. 

We can now develop Eq. (4-34) further. The equation is 

On replacing (dE/dV)T by means of Eq. (6-101), we get 

*-*•(•&),(-£), ( 6 - i o 3 ) 

or, since 

- _ Wivn* = JL r Eq (4-14)1 
\dTfy~ (dV!dP)T β i ^ - ^ ^ J . 

where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion and β the coefficient of compressi
bility, 

« = f ( 4 R . f—U&l- <«·«*> 
the final form of Eq. (6-103) becomes 

CP-CV = ^ . (6-105) 
Ρ 

6-ST-2 Thermodynamic Treatment 
of a Nonideal Gas—Fugacity 

This topic is included for two reasons. First, gases are generally assumed to be 
ideal in this text, and it seems desirable to indicate in at least one place how to 
proceed if the assumption is to be avoided. Second, the procedure is a fairly typical 
one in chemical thermodynamics and will be used again in connection with non-

file:///dTfy~
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ideal solutions. In the case of an ideal gas, various thermodynamic relationships, 
such as Eq. (6-50), contain pressure as a variable by virtue of the ideal gas law. 
One now seeks to find an effective or thermodynamic pressure for a nonideal gas, 
defined so that it can be used in thermodynamic equations in the same way as 
actual pressure is in the case of an ideal gas. 

In the case of an ideal gas, we can write Eq. (6-50) in the form 

G = G° + RT In P , (6-106) 

where G° is the molar free energy in the reference state of unit pressure, usually 
1 atm. As suggested by G. N . Lewis, let us define an effective pressure such that 
the same form of equation is exact for a nonideal gas. We call this effective pres
sure the fugacity,/ : 

G = G° + RTlnf. (6-107) 

Clear ly , / ->-Ρ as Ρ 0 since all gases approach ideality in this limit. Application 
of Eq. (6-47) gives 

or 

RT d(\nf) = VdP (at a given temperature). (6-109) 

Fugacity may be obtained experimentally by means of the following procedure. 
We define a as K l d e ai — Factual > 

RT 

« = ^ - F . (6-110) 

Substitution into Eq. (6-109) and integration at constant temperature gives 

d{\nf) = jf rf(ln P) - jL ζ « dP. (6-111) 

Since / and Ρ become identical in the limit of zero pressure, Eq. (6-111) reduces to 

\nf=\nP-^Ç adP. (6-112) 

The integral may, for example, be obtained graphically from a plot of α versus P. 
Where the nonideality is not large, a useful rule is that the observed pressure of a 
gas will be the geometric mean of the fugacity and the ideal gas law pressure given 
by RT/V: 

(-Ψ-Γ- (6-H3) P, actual 

The procedure for determining the fugacity of a gas in a mixture is similar, although 
more complicated. See Section 7-ST-l for the treatment of equilibria using fuga-
cities. 

Note that neither the definition of fugacity nor the preceding derivations require 
that the substance be gaseous. We can obtain the fugacity of a solid or a liquid 
by integrating Eq. (6-109). The molecular weight used must be that of the gas at 
Ρ -> 0, however, since this is the condition on which the definition of fis based. 

Returning to the case of a nonideal gas, the law of corresponding states amounts 
to the observation that a plot of the compressibility factor Ζ against reduced près -
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sure P/Pc for various reduced temperatures T/Tc gives a set of plots which are well-
obeyed by all gases. This was illustrated in Fig. 1-10. It should not be surprising 
that fugacities obey the law of corresponding states fairly well. Actually, it is more 
convenient to introduce a further quantity, the activity coefficient γ defined by 

fx = ΎιΡχ · The activity coefficient is the factor by which the fugacity differs from 
the actual pressure of the gas. Activity coefficients also obey the law of correspond
ing states and Fig. 6-13 shows a chart of γ versus Pr for various Tr. It is used in 
much the same way as is Fig. 1-10. 

Example. Calculate the fugacity of N H 3 at 350 Κ and 500 atm pressure. From Table 1-4, 
Tc and P c are 304 Κ and 72.8 atm, hence TT = 350/304 = 1.15, and Pr = 500/72.8 = 6.87. 
From Fig. 6-13, we read γ = 0.35 and thus the fugacity i s / = 500 χ 0.35 = 175 atm. 

F I G . 6 - 1 3 . Activity coefficients for gases as a function of reduced pressure PTfor various reduced 
temperatures Tr . [From R. H. Newton, Ind. Eng. Chem., 2 7 , 302 (1935). Copyright 1935 by the 
American Chemical Society. Used by permission of the copyright owner.} 
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6-ST-3 The Free Energy Function 

We continue here the approach initiated in Section 5-ST-2. In that section the 
internal energy function Ε — E0 was introduced, obtainable through either 
Eq. (5-39) or Eq. (5-42): 

Ε - E0 = fQ CV dt or E - E 0 = RT
2
(^^-) y . 

It could thus be determined either thermochemically or spectroscopically. Similarly, 
the enthalpy function H° — E0 is defined by Eq. (5-45). It is now convenient to 
introduce a more symmetric function, H° — H0°, given by 

τ 
H°- H0o = f CpdT, (6-114) J

 ο 

or, from Eq. (6-82) 

IP - = RT>[ °Q*QL]v + R T V [ ^ ] T . (6-115) 

The enthalpy function may therefore also be determined either thermochemically 
if the substance is an ideal gas or from spectroscopically obtained values of and 
0rot and the various partition functions given in Section 6-9. Recall that the super
script zero denotes 1 atm pressure and the subscript zero the value at 0 K. 

Since by definition G = Η — TS, we can write 

° T

N
° =

 H

 T "° - S» (6-116) 

(Hq° has merely been subtracted from both sides). The quantity (G° — H0°)/T is 
called the free energy function and (H° — H0°)/Tthç enthalpy function. As with the 
other functions, (G° — H0°)/T may be obtained purely from thermochemical 
data, including now a third law determination of 5°, or, in the case of an ideal gas, 
from the various partition function expressions. 

We now consider data for some chemical reaction. For the general reaction 

aA + bB + - = mM + «N + ··· 

we can write AG
0
 for some temperature Τ as 

^=W-™+ê«£.. ( 6. Π 7 ) 

Similarly, 
AH

0
 = A(H° - H0°) + AH0°. (6-118) 

If AG
0
1Τ can be evaluated for the reaction and A(G° — H0°)/T obtained either 

thermochemically or spectroscopically, then AH0° can be determined. For this 
reaction AH0° is a constant and Eq. (6-117) can be used for the calculation of AG

0 

at any other temperature. As in thermochemistry the practice is to compile values 
of ^ / y 0

0
 f °

r
 reactions in which a given substance is formed from the elements. 
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T A B L E 6-4 . Free Energies for the Elements
a 

- ( G ° - H0°)/T(ca\ K "
1
 mole"

1
) 

H°298 - H0° ΔΗ0° » 
Element 298.15 Κ 500 Κ 1000 Κ 1500 Κ 2000 Κ (kcal mole^

1
) (kcal mole"

1
) 

Br2(g) 50.85 54.99 60.80 64.31 66.83 2.325 8.37 
Br2(/) 25.5 — — — — 3.240 0 
C(graphite) 0.53 1.16 2.78 4.19 5.38 0.251 0 
C\2(g) 45.93 49.85 55.43 58.85 61.34 2.194 0 
F2(g) 41.37 45.10 50.44 53.74 56.17 2.110 0 

n2(g) 
24.42 27.95 32.74 35.59 37.67 2.024 0 

lite) 54.18 58.46 64.40 67.96 70.52 2.148 15.66 
Us) 17.18 — — — — 3.154 0 
N2fe) 38.82 42.42 47.31 50.28 52.48 2.072 0 
02(g) 42.06 45.68 50.70 53.81 56.10 2.07 0 

α
 From G. N. Lewis and M. Randall, "Thermodynamics," 2nd ed. (revised by K. S. Pitzer 

and L. Brewer), p. 680. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1961 (where additional values are given). b
 Of formation from the element in its standard phase; H0° includes the ^hv0N0 contribution 

from the zero-point vibrational energy. 

One can then calculate AH0° for any other reaction in the same way as with enthal
pies of formation [Eq. (5-23)]. 

It is well at this point to summarize the reasons for using the above functions. 
First, they provide a natural arrangement that facilitates the use of statistical 
thermodynamics. Once AH0° has been determined for a reaction we can often 
calculate A(G° — H0°)/T for any desired temperature without recourse to further 
experimental data. In this way we can find AG

0
 for a reaction at a temperature not 

experimentally accessible. Second, the free energy function (G° — H0

0
)/ Τ changes 

much more slowly with temperature than does G° itself. Tabulations of this function 
may then be for rather widely spaced temperature intervals. Tables 6-4 and 6-5 give 
some illustrative data of this type. 

It will be seen later (Section 7-2) that AG
0
 determines the equilibrium constant 

for a reaction, the equation being 

AG
0
 = -RTIn K, (6-119) 

where Κ is the equilibrium constant. Equation (6-117) may then be written in 
the form 

l n * = - l [ ^ ° ^ + (6-120) 

The ability to calculate a AG
0
 for a reaction is equivalent to the ability to determine 

its equilibrium constant; hence the great importance of AG
0
. 

The following calculation will demonstrate the use of the tables. Consider the reaction 

3H2 + N 2 - 2 N H3. (6-121) 

We used this in Section 5-ST-2 to illustrate the calculation of H° — E0 from partition functions. 
We now want to obtain AG

0
 (and hence the equilibrium constant) at 1000 K. First, AH§98 is 

just the standard enthalpy of formation of 2 moles of ammonia. From Table 5-2 we get ΛΗ%98 = 
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TABLE 6-5 . Free  Energies  for  Various  Gaseous  Compounds'
1 

—(G
0
 -  H 0°)IT(aû K "

1
 mole"

1
) 

H°298 -  H 0° AH 0° 
Compound 29 8 K  50 0 K  100 0 K  150 0 K  200 0 K  (kca l mole"

1
) (kca l mole"

1
) 

CH4 36.46 40.75 47.65 52.84 57.1 2.397 -15 .99 
C2H2 39.98 44.51 52.01 57.23 61.33 2.392 54.33 
C2H4 43.98 48.74 57.29 63.94 69.46 2.525 14.52 
C2H6 45.27 50.77 61.11 69.46 — 2.856 -16 .52 
C3H8 52.73 59.81 74.10 85.86 — 3.512 -19 .48 
C6H6 52.93 60.24 76.57 90.45 — 3.401 24.00 
C2H5OH 56.20 62.82 75.28 85.15 — 3.39 -52.41 
CO 40.25 43.86 48.77 51.78 53.99 2.073 -27.202 
C 0 2 43.56 47.67 54.11 58.48 61.85 2.238 -93.969 
HBr 40.53 44.12 48.99 51.95 54.13 2.067 - 8 . 1 
HC1 37.72 41.31 46.16 49.08 51.23 2.065 -22.019 
HI 42.40 45.99 50.90 53.90 56.11 2.069 6.7 
H 20 37.17 41.29 47.01 50.60 53.32 2.368 -57.107 
N H3 37.99 42.28 48.63 53.03 56.56 2.37 - 9 . 3 7 
NO 42.98 46.76 51.86 54.96 57.24 2.194 21.48 
S 0 2 50.82 55.38 62.28 66.82 70.2 2.519 -70 .36 
SOs 51.89 57.14 66.08 72.40 77.1 2.77 93.06 

α
 From G. Ν. Lewis and M. Randall, "Thermodynamics," 2nd ed. (revised by K. S. Pitzer 

and L. Brewer), p. 682. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1961. b
 Of formation from the elements. 

-2(11.04) = -22 .08 kcal, and from Tables 6-4 and 6-5 we have 

J(#2°98 - H0°) = 2(2.37) - 3(2.024) - 2.072 = - 3 . 4 0 kcal. 

Then from Eq. (6-118) we have 

AH0° = -22 .08 - ( -3 .40) = -18 .68 kcal. 

We next calculate J(G° - Η0°)/Γfor 1000 Κ using the tables: 

A(G° - i/0°) = _ 2 ( 48 6 3) _ [_3(3 2.74) - 47.31] = 48.27 cal Κ "
1 

or, multiplying by Τ = 1000 Κ, we get 

A(G° - H0°) = 48.27 kcal. 
Finally, we have 

AG
0
 = 48.27 - 18.68 = 29.59 kcal. 

We can complete the calculation by obtaining the equilibrium constant. From Eq. (6-120) 
we have 

29,590 
In Κ = - - = -14 .89 , 

(1.987)(1000) 

Κ = 3.41 x ΙΟ"
7
. 

This example could have been made yet more complete if we had carried out the evaluation of 
G° — H0° for each substance at 1000 Κ using the appropriate partition functions. Essentially 
the same calculation was made in Section 6-9C for N 2 at 25°C. 
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EXERCISES 

6-1 An ideal heat engine operates between —40°C and 40°C. How many joules of work does 
it deliver per joule of heat energy absorbed at the upper temperature? 

Ans. 0.255 J. 

6-2 The same machine as in Exercise 6-1 is operated as a refrigerator. How much power (in 
watts) must be supplied to the machine so that its low-temperature coils can maintain 
a cryostat bath at —40°C? The bath gains 100 cal s ec

-1
 from its surroundings. 

Ans. 144 W. 

6-3 The same machine as in Exercise 6-1 is used as a heat pump. How much power must be 
supplied to it if its hot coils are to replace a 40,000 Btu hr

_1
 house furnace. (This is a 

Canadian winter with — 40°C outside, and the 40°C inside temperature will make the house 
rather warm!) 

Ans. 3000 W. 

6-4 The available cooling water for an ideal heat engine is 10°C. What must be the upper 
operating temperature if the efficiency is to be 35% (and the lower temperature 10°C)? 

Ans. 162°C. 

6-5 One mole of an ideal monatomic gas is initially at STP and is put through the following 
alternative reversible processes. For each process, calculate M>, q, ΔΕ, AH, and AS. (a) 
Isochoric cooling to — 100°C. (b) Isothermal compression to 100 atm. (c) Isobaric heating 
to 100°C. (d) Adiabatic expansion to 0.1 atm. 

Ans. (a) w = 0, q = - 2 9 8 cal, AE = q, ΔΗ = - 4 9 7 cal, AS = - 1 . 3 6 cal K"
1
 mole"

1
. 

(b) w = q = - 2 5 0 0 cal, AE = AH = 0, AS = - 9 . 15 cal K"
1
 mole"

1
, 

(c) w = 199 cal, q = AH = 497 cal, AE = 298 cal, AS = 1.55 cal K"
1
 mole"

1
. 

(d) w = -AE = 490 cal, q = AS = 0, AH = - 8 1 7 cal. 

6 -6 Five moles of an ideal gas of Cv = 7.50 cal Κ
-1

 m o l e
-1
 and initially at STP are com

pressed adiabatically and reversibly until the temperature rises to 500°C. Calculate the 
final pressure. 

Ans. 144 atm. 
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6-7 Two moles of an ideal monatomic gas initially at 1 atm and 25°C undergo an irreversible 
adiabatic expansion in which 200 cal of work is done. Calculate, if possible, the final 
state of the gas and q, ΔΕ, AH, and AS for the change. 

Ans. q = 0, Tt = 265 Κ, ΔΕ = - 2 0 0 cal, AH = - 3 3 3 cal 
(the final volume or pressure and AS cannot be obtained 
without more knowledge of the details of the expansion). 

6 -8 What is the change in entropy when one mole of water freezes at 0°C ? 

Ans. —5.25 cal K"
1
 m o l e

- 1
. 

6-9 What are the changes in energy, enthalpy, and entropy when one mole of water condenses 
at 100°C from vapor at 1 atm to liquid water? 

Ans. AH = -9 .717 kcal mole"
1
, ΔΕ = -8 .976 kcal mole"

1
, 

AS= - 2 6 . 0 4 cal K "
1
 mole"

1
. 

6-10 Calculate from the data of Tables 5-4 and 6-2 the molar entropy of liquid water at 100°C 
and 1 atm pressure and of water vapor at 200°C and 1 atm pressure. 

Ans. 5
0
( H 2O liq, 100°C) = 20.78 cal Κ"

1
 mole"

1
, 

S
0
( H2O gas, 200°C) = 48.80 cal Κ"

1
 mole"

1
. 

6 - 1 1 Calculate AG for the isothermal expansion of one mole of water vapor at 25°C from 
20 to 0.50 Torr. 

Ans. - 2185 cal. 

6 - 1 2 Calculate the value of AG when one mole of benzene is taken from liquid at 1 atm and 
80.1°C to vapor at 1 atm and 80.1°C and thence to vapor at 0.5 atm and 200°C. (Assume 
ideal gas behavior for the vapor.) CP is given by (8.00 + 0.080Γ) and (2.46 + 0.0602Γ) 
for liquid and gaseous benzene, respectively, and S

0
,^ is 41.3 for benzene liquid, all 

values in cal K
 -1

 mole
 - 1

. 

Ans. (a) AG = 0, (b) AG = —9271 cal mole"
1
 (the process is not 

isothermal and so the negative sign does not imply spontaneity). 

6 - 1 3 Show from Eq. (6-103) that CP - Cv = R for an ideal gas. 

6 - 1 4 Calculate the coefficients of compressibility and of thermal expansion for an ideal gas. 

Ans. β = 1/P, oc = 1/Γ. 

6 - 1 5 Verify the constant —2.31 in Eq. (6-85); obtain two more significant figures. 

6 - 1 6 Verify the constant 65.8 in Eq. (6-88). 

6 - 1 7 Calculate the translation entropy and Helmholtz free energy of H 20 gas at 1 atm and 100°C. 

Ans. S° = 35.72 cal K ~
1
 m o l e " \ A

0
 = -12 ,220cal mole"

1
. 

6 - 1 8 Calculate the vibrational contribution to the entropy and free energy of
 3 5

C12 at 100°C; 
neglect the zero-point energy contribution. 

Ans. Svib = 0.811 cal Κ "
1
 mole"

1
, A = G = - 9 2 . 1 cal. 
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PROBLEMS 

6-1 A reversible heat engine operates between 20°C and an upper temperature T2 with 25 % 
efficiency; it produces 10,000 J per cycle. Calculate T2,ql9 and q2. Make a plot of S versus 
Τ for the Carnot cycle corresponding to this engine. Also calculate the performance factors 
for the engine operating as a refrigerator and as a heat pump. 

6-2 A heat engine operates between 0°C and 1000°C and is ideal except that 20 % of the work 
produced is dissipated by friction at 0°C. How much heat must be supplied at 1000°C if 
1000 J of useful work is to be done by the machine? 

6-3 A system experiences the following reversible constant-pressure process: 

( Λ = 1 atm, V1 = 3 liter, Tx 400 K) -> (P2 = 1 atm, V2 = 4 liter, T2 = 700 K). 

The heat capacity of the system for this process is 20 cal K~ *; the entropy of the system 
is initially 30 cal Κ"

1
. Calculate ΔΕ, ΔΗ, AS, AG, q, and w for the process. 

6-4 Show that (dE/dV)T = 0, for an ideal gas, using the first and second laws and related 
definitions. 

6 -5 A mercury vapor engine operates at a boiler pressure of 2 atm; the condenser is at 25°C. 
Calculate the theoretical efficiency. Calculate also the theoretical efficiency of a steam 
engine operating at the same boiler pressure and condenser temperature. 

6-6 The heat of fusion of mercury is 2.82 cal g
-1
 at its melting point of — 39°C and the heat 

capacities of solid and liquid mercury are both 6.76 cal Κ
-1

 m o l e
- 1

. Calculate AS and 
AG for the irreversible process 

Hg(/, -50°C) ->Hg(5 , -50°C). 

The negative AS found does not mean that supercooled liquid mercury will not spon
taneously freeze, because the process to which the AS refers is not one that could occur 
in an isolated system. Show that this last statement is correct and write down the process 
that would occur if the same supercooled liquid mercury were isolated from its surroundings 
and then the spontaneous process took place. Calculate AS for this second process (neglect 
mechanical work due to volume changes, assume Cv = CP and AH = AE). 

6-7 Given the process 

H2CM>, - 10°C, 1 atm) — H20(/ , -10°C, 1 atm) 

and the necessary thermal data from handbooks, (a) calculate AS. Note that AS is positive; 
explain whether this means that the process is spontaneous. If not, set up and calculate 
AS for the process [starting with H20(s, — 10°C)] that would be spontaneous, (b) Calculate 
AG and AH for the first process. 

6-8 Calculate AS, AH, and AG for the process 

18 g ice (0°C) + 2 0 0 g H2O (50°C) = equilibrium system at t °C. 

6 - 1 9 Calculate the rotational contribution to the entropy and free energy of
 3 5

C12 at 100°C. 

Ans. S r ot = 15.83 cal Κ"
1
 mole"

1
, A = G = - 5 1 6 7 cal. 
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The process is carried out by placing the water in a Dewar flask and then dropping the ice 
in; it may be assumed that the flask is perfectly insulated. 

6-9 Calculate AG for the following changes of state for one mole of an ideal monatomic gas 
initially at 0°C and 1 atm pressure: (a) volume doubled at constant pressure; (b) pressure 
doubled at constant volume; (c) pressure doubled at constant temperature. Assume 5 2 73 
at 1 atm to be 26 cal K"

1
 mole

 - 1
. 

6-10 Derive the equation 

from the first and second laws and related definitions (μ is the Joule-Thomson coefficient). 

6-11 Derive the equation 

from the first and second laws and related definitions. 

6-12 Suppose that for a certain gas (dE/dV)T = 0 but P(V — b) = RT, where b is a constant. 
Calculate {dH\dV)T and CP - Cv. 

6-13 Calculate AG and A A for three moles of an ideal gas that expands irreversibly from 2 atm 
at 25°C to 0.1 atm at 25°. Repeat the calculation for ammonia assuming it to obey the 
van der Waals equation. No work is done. 

6-14 The principal vibrational frequencies for C 0 2 are v1 = 1388.3 c m
- 1

, v2 = 667.3 (twice), 
and v3 = 2349.3 c m

- 1
. Calculate the vibrational partition functions for C 0 2 at 25°C and at 

50°C and make an approximate calculation of the vibrational contribution to the heat 
capacity at 37°C. Compare this with the experimental value. Also calculate the percentage 
of the equipartitional heat capacity that is present at 37°C. Finally, calculate the vibrational 
contribution to the entropy of C 0 2 at 25°C. 

6-15 The vibrational frequency for I2 is 214 c m
- 1

. Calculate (a) the separation of the first 
vibrational level from the ground state in calories per mole; (b) the vibrational contribution 
to the energy at 100°C; and (c) the vibrational contribution to the entropy at 100°C. 

6-16 An adsorbed molecule is often thought to be confined or localized to a relatively small 
area around a particular active site of the adsorbent. Calculate the spacing between the 
η = 1 and η = 2 levels of translational energy for the case of argon molecules each confined 
to a two-dimensional box of 25 Â

2
 area, assuming 0°C. Explain whether the approximation 

made in obtaining Eq. (4-66) should still apply. 

6-17 Calculate the total entropy of HC1 gas at STP assuming it to be an ideal gas and taking the 
fundamental vibration frequency to be 2886 c m

-1
 and the moment of inertia to be 2.72 χ 

1 0
- 40

 g cm
2
. That is, calculate and sum the translational, vibrational, and rotational 

contributions to the entropy. 

6-18 Calculate the molar entropy of Kr gas at STP assuming it to be ideal and using the Sackur-
Tetrode equation. Also calculate the entropy per mole of Kr adsorbed on a surface assuming 
that it behaves as an ideal two-dimensional gas and that its state is 0°C and a surface 
concentration such that the average distance apart of molecules is the same as in the three-
dimensional gas at STP. 
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Τ CP Τ CP 
(Κ) (cal Κ"

1
 mole"

1
) (Κ) (cal Κ"

1
 mole"

1
) 

20 1.25 110 11.79 
30 2.48 120 13.27 
40 3.56 126.2 C) 
50 4.56 130 13.25 
60 5.51 140 13.33 
70 6.43 150 13.45 
80 7.31 170 13.92 
90 8.26 187.6 (

c
) 

100 9.36 190 16.21 
103.5 (

α
) 210 16.31 

105 11.25 212.8 
α
 Solid-state transition with ΔΗ = 368 cal mole

- 1
. b

 Solid-state transition with ΔΗ = 121 cal mole
- 1

. c
 Melting point, ΔΗ = 568 cal mole

- 1
. d

 Normal bôiling point, ΔΗ = 4463 cal mole
- 1
. 

Below 20 K the heat capacity obeys the law CP = aT*. Calculate the absolute entropy of 
hydrogen sulfide at 1 atm and 212.8 K. 

6 - 2 0 One mole of an ideal monatomic gas expands adiabatically and reversibly from 500°C 
and 10 atm to 25°C. Calculate AS, AH, AE, q, and w. 

6 - 2 1 One mole of an ideal monatomic gas at STP expands into an evacuated flask so that its 
volume triples. Calculate AS, AE, AH, AG, q, and w. 

6 - 2 2 A cylinder which is closed at both ends has within it a frictionless piston head. Both the 
piston and the walls of the cylinder are of insulating material so that no heat can pass through 
them. Initially the left side of the cylinder contains one mole of gas at 10 atm while the 
right side contains one mole of gas at 0.2 atm, as illustrated in the accompanying diagram. 
Both sides are initially at the same temperature, 25°C, and the gas is ideal and monatomic. 
The catch holding the piston in place is released and the piston moves to its equilibrium 
position. Calculate the final temperature and pressure on each side and AE, AH, and AS 
for the overall process. 

10 atm 0.2 atm 

Frictionless 
piston head 

SPECIAL TOPICS PROBLEMS 

Problems marked with an asterisk require fairly lengthy computations. 

6-1 The general equation for CP — Cv is given by Eq. (6-105). (a) Show that the dimensions 
are the same on both sides of the equation, (b) Calculate CP — Cv for liquid water at 20°C. 
(c) Show that the equation reduces to C/> — Cv = R for an ideal gas. (d) Show that 

6 - 1 9 Giauque and Blue (1936) obtained the following data for hydrogen sulfide: 
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CP - Cv = R + (ZaP/RT
2
) + (a

2
P
2
/R

3
T*) for a van der Waals gas. [Note: This equation 

is obtained by making certain approximations. Start with the van der Waals equation in the 
form PV = RT - (a/V) + bP + (ab/V

2
), then neglect the term ab/V

2
 and approximate 

a/V by aP/RT.] (e) Using the van der Waals constants, calculate CP — Cv for C 0 2 at 
35°C and 10 atm. 

6-2 Assume that a gas obeys the equation P(V — b) = RT. Derive an expression for the 
fugacity of such a gas as a function of pressure and temperature. 

6 - 3 * Assuming that water vapor obeys the van der Waals equation, calculate the activity 
coefficient of water vapor at 200°C from zero pressure up to the saturation vapor pres
sure. Activity coefficient is the ratio of fugacity to ideal gas law pressure. 

6 - 4 * Find the appropriate data in a handbook and calculate the fugacity of COa as a function 
of pressure at 25°C up to 20 atm pressure. 

6-5 Calculate AG
0
 and the corresponding equilibrium constants at 298 Κ and at 1000 Κ for 

the reactions 

3C2H2 = C6H6(g) and H2 + Cl2 = 2HClfe). 

6 -6 Verify the value of (G° - H0

0
)/T at 298 Κ for 02(g) given in Table 6-4 by evaluating the 

appropriate partition functions. 

6-7 Calculate the degree of dissociation of I2(g) at 1000°C using data from Table 6-4 and the 
appropriate statistical mechanical calculation for the I atom. 

6 - 8 * Calculate S°,E — E0, and G — E0 for H 2 from 80 Κ to 25°C at close enough intervals 
to allow accurate plots to be made of these two quantities against temperature. Do the 
same for N 2. Both gases are in their standard states of 1 atm pressure. 

6-9 Calculate AS°2Q8 K for the reaction H2 + Br2 = 2 HBr. 

6 - 1 0 Consider the following hypothetical attempt to approach 0 Κ by successive adiabatic 
expansions of an ideal monatomic gas. We start with 1000 moles of gas at 10

4
 atm and 0°C 

and let it expand adiabatically to 1 atm. We then take one-third of the expanded, cold 
gas and compress it adiabatically to 10

4
 atm; the compressed gas is then allowed to come 

to thermal equilibrium with the remaining two-thirds that is still cold. The 1000/3 moles of 
compressed, cooled gas is allowed to expand adiabatically to 1 atm. Calculate the final 
temperature. 

6 - 1 1 Calculate KP for reaction (6-121) at 2000 K. 

6 - 1 2 Calculate KP for C + 2H2 = CH4(^) at 298 K, 1000 K, and 2000 K. 

6 - 1 3 Calculate the fugacity of methane at 25°C and 500 atm pressure. 




